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_ _ SURFACE E[.ECTR,_AL PROPERTIES EXPERIMENT
FINAL REPORT, PART I
-r. ABSTRACT
._- " This part of the final report discusses the design evolution, hardware
development, and production history of the surface electrical properties (SEP)
experiment. The SEP transmitter and receiver were designed to be used on
- the lunar surf2ce during the Apollo 17 mission. The _quipment was used to
measure lunar surface electrical properties over traverses totalling more than
\ 8 kilometers, for a duration of more than 100 minutes.
A comprehensive introduction outlines the techniques, and a simplified
detailed breakdown of equipment description and function is given to outline the
principles of operation.
, A history of the design evolution with trade-off criteria and emphasis
on changes caused by decisions reached in solving problems inherent in a fast-
.. paced development program a,-e presented from the viewpoint of overall design
: concept and in detail for each item of deliverable hardware.
._
There is a brief account of lunar operations. Part 2 of this report, f
scheduled for publication at a later date, will present the scientific results. _
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•- SECTION 1
i INTRODUCTION
&
_ It is planned that the final report for the SEP experiment willbe a compre-
.' hensive set of three separate parts. Part i, thepresent report, coordinated by the
MIT Program Management Office (PMO), is to cover design evolution, hardware
-4 development, operationalconcepts, and productionhistoryofthe SEP equipment
used duringthelunar mission of Apollo 17 in December 1972.
: Part 2, the Experiment Final Report, and Part 3, the Final Contract Report,
are both to be prepared at a later date by the principal investigator and will complete
7 the comprehensive final report required by Contract NAS 9-11540.
References:
\,
Statement of Work, Exhibit A, paragraph 5.2.21, pages 1-22.
Contract Clause 74 (7.302-54 of "MSC Contract Guide").
Statement of Work, Exhibit C, paragraphs 3.3.2 and 3.3.3,
pages 7-10.
The monthly progress reports submitted by MIT forthe period from February
/' 1971 to March 1972 inclusivecontainedunabridged copiesof many reports and memo-
randa from the various project groups. In this final repot, a bibliography of these
attachments to the monthly reports is included for those who might wish to further
research any particular item. but in general, this report presents only summaryr
outlines of the activities, with the objective of providing continuity to the history of •
"" • each subject.
"t
,-*_." As an overview of the goals, techniques, equipment, and operation of the
'_ ":_ ":'. experiment, a reproduction of A Brief Introduction to the Surface Electrical Prop-
.,_ ,; erties Experiment, by Gene Simmons. James W. Meyer, Richard H. Baker, and
..._. • David W. Stranlway dated August 1972, is presented in full as an appendix. Addi-
•. , ,.;= _, tional copies of this brochure are ava/lable from the principal investigator, Gene
_' "_ - Simmons, of the MIT Earth and Planetar7 Sciences Department.
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-. SECTION 2
SEP EXPERIMENT STUDY PHASE, HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Contract NAS 9-11540 was a logicalproduct and outgrowth ofthe conclusions
drawn inthe SEP experiment study phase under Contract NAS 9-10748. The study
had been under the directionof Gene Si....nons, principalinvestigator,and was per-
formed as partof the NASA Apollo effortby severalteams from the MIT Earth and
PlanetarySciences Department, The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory (CSDL), the
Center for Space Research (CSR) and itsLaborato_, forSpace Experiments (LSE),
LincolnLaboratory, the NASA Manned SpacecraftCenter (name subsequentlychanged
to Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, and designatedas JSC inthe remainder of this
report),and others.
The conclusionsdrawn inthe studyare quotedbelow from the StudyPhase
Final Report (CSR TR-73-1), dated January 1973.
2.1 Study Phase Cc,,clusions(CSR TR-73-1)
!
In summary, the work accomplished under the study contractput MIT in a
positionto proceed withconfidencewiththe fabricationofflighthardware. A con=
ceptualdesignwas evolved, mechanical and thermal configurationstudieswere
carried out,fieldtestswere conducted, radio noise environment was studied,the-
oreticalstudieswere initiated,and key problem areas were identified.With this
experience MIT was able to more accurately define for prospective bidders perfor- l
mance criteria for the experiment equipment, and to evaluate critically the responses
to the request for proposals.
p
Key problems that emerged from this study include:
(1) Efficient transmitter antenna design for multiple freque.lcy operation
with constraints on length and weight while deployed di_'ectly on the t
lunar surface.
(2) Tri-loop receiver antenna design with emphasis on symmetry of pat-
tern and loop-to-loop isolation.
!
t
($) The increase of transmitter-radiated power w/thin weight and prime- !
power con_raints. _*
!
I
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_" (4) The achievement ofwide dynamic range inthe receiver.
_ (5) The design of an effective interface with the data storage electronics
i assembly (DSEA) for purposes of recording and returningto earth all
'
experiment data•
_, .. (6) The development of a thermal controlsystem for both thetransmitter
_. _ and the receiver that would keep the equipment within the design limits• _! u er a variety of lunar environmental conditions.
i (7) The derivation from theoretical studies of a mathematical formalism
.:. , simple enough to permit solution, yet representing the physical situation
adequately for correlation with field results.
i (8) The design of field tests _n earth to provide critical evaluation of
engineering approaches, data for comparison with theory, and data to
aid in the interpretation of that returned from the moon.
t
_ The resolution of these problems made up a major share of the effort
necessary to conduct the experiment on the moon along with the resolution of the
_- problems that inevitably arise in connection with the design, develovment, and
manufacture of man-rated space hardware.
\
2.2 Proposals
The Study Phase Final Report also outlines the events which led to the choice
of the Raytheon Company, Equipment Division, Sudbury, Mass., as subcontractor
at the end of January 1971.JIF_
• _ An abridged extract from that report is presented below to complete the
, historical record to the time when work on Contract NAS 9-I1540 was sta_ed.
, One objective was the submission of a proposal for the development and
/
:. : manufacture of SEP experiment hardware, in response to Request for Proposal
(RFP) No. JC931-88-1-165P. In Proposal No. 70-238, CSDL proposed the in-house
. .• ,* " " ,. _- development and manufacture of essentially all the SEP hardware, except for the
." '. "* ground support equipment and antennas which were to be designed and built by a
" ',_'_ subcontractor. The subcontractor was also to furnish resident engineering support,
';" :" engineering field support, and other local support to supplement the CSDL capability.
.. • Several aspects of the completed proposal were regarded as unsatisfactory
'_L' #
-_- ' . _, *_:i by JSC, and the proposal was not accepted. Of particular concern were potential
• _ . _" ,._." manpower problems attributable to in-house manufacture of all SEP hardware.
-" " _-_ CSDL subsequently revised the original proposal by placing the manufacture
•_ , • of the compatibility un/t, the qualification unit, and the two flight units with the
subcontractor, in addition to the other fabricated items and support defined in the
4
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,_ original proposal. Because of the magnitude of the subcontract effort under this
_' revision, it bpcame necessary to solicit competitive bids from competent potential
subcontractors. Because of the short time before the Apollo 17 scheduledremaining
_' _" launchdateof July 1972, an acceleratedbid effortwas dictated,and only two indus°
trialcontractors,RCA-Camden and Ra,'theon,were solicited.Technical and cost
propos-,dssubsequentlyreceived in November 1970 from both organizationswere
_ reviewed by CSDI,, and Raythecn was selected as the successful bidder. There were
__ discussionswithRaytheon to coordinatedetailsof the subcontracteffortwithCSDL's
,_ . revised proposal plan. This effortculminated _nNovember 1970 with CSDL Technical
Proposal for *.heSurface ElectricalProperties Experiment, Proposal No. 70-238,
Revisio_ 1.
A review of theproposal by JSC raiseddoubtsconcerning the successful
" coordinationof the program in which the prototypedesignwas the responsibility
of CSDL, and themanufacture of the end items was basicallythe responsibilityof
the subcontractorunder CSDL supervision, In addition,JSC foresaw possible
coordinationproblems arisingfrom the organizationalrelationshipswithinMIT as
establishedby the proposal. The revised proposal was not approved. This dispo-
sitionterminated the roleof CSDL as prime bidder for SEP hardware i_plementa-
,... tion.
A review of the situatio,_by the MIT administrationresultedina decision
to proceed witha proposal which placed responsibilityfor implementationofthe
SEP experiment inthe hands of CSR supportedby a SEP PMO to administer a
major subcontractwithan industrialsubcontractorfor the design, development,
J
test,and manufacture ofthe SEP hardware and supportingequipment. This effort
required the generationof two documents: (I)a detailedRFP definingthe tasks
and responsibilitiesof the industrialsubcontractorand (2)a proposal from MIT
' tothe government responsive to RFP JC931-88-I-165P and delineatingthe role of
CSR as prime contractor and as manager-administrator of a major subcontract. ¢
The task of preparing thes _. documents on an accelerated basis was performed by
. , CSDL and LSE personnel. The tasks of contract and subcontract definition, pro-
posal preparation, and subcontract bid response evaluation also utilized the servo
,- ices of Dr. L. J. Rieardi of Lincoln Laboratory on antenna proolems and Dr.
J. A. Kong of MIT on questions relating to electromagnetic propagation. Gener-
": ation of cost information was accomplished under the supervision of L. E. Beckley.
.., '. administrative officer of CSR.
The RFP for the SEP subcontract effort was completed early in January
1971 and mailed to prospective bidders on 4 January, with a closing date for re-
sponse of 18 January. Because of the mhort time available for preparation of
responses by the bidders and for evaluation of the responses by CSR, only two
5
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industrialorganizationswerc sol'-_Red,RCA-Camden and Raytheon. A bidders'
conference, supported by C3DL, CSR, LSE, and Lincoln Laboratory personnel,
was held 6 January 1971 at CSR. In response to CSR's invitation, each bidderm de an individual interim presentation prior the proposal deadline.
The CSR technical proposal in response to JSC RFP JC931-88-1-185P was //
completed in early January, and copies were forwarded to JSC prior to an MIT /
proposal preliminary budget ._resentation at on January
technical and made JSC 20
1971.
_ In the latter part of January, a proposal review committee comprised of
personnel from CSR, LSE. the projected PIdO, CSDL, and Lincoln Laboratory
was formed to review the subcontract proposals from RCA and Raytheon. The
team worked from 18 Jan ary to 28 January to review the designs, costs, and
other factors as proposed by the two bidders. On the latter date, the committee
presented the results of the review to members of MIT management, who concurred
in the decision to award the SEP subcontract to Raytheon.
2.3 Organization
Under Contract NAS 9-11540, MIT immediately began negotiations with
Raytheon to define and implement subcontract SR-26687.
Because of the diversity of the disciplines involved in the SEP program, the
assignment of a major responsibility in the program to an outside Industrial sub-
contractor, the tight schedule requirements, and the necessity of developing and
maintaining an effective interface with NASA, Dr. John Harrington, director of
CSR, immediately established the SEP PMO under the direction of Dr. James W.
Meyer of Lincoln Laboratory as program manager, to coordinate and direct all
aspects of the effort at MIT. Assisting Dr. Meyer were four other people whose
backgrouvds and timely availability made possible the completion of a balanced PMO
staff. They were: Leonard B. Johnson of CSDL, assistant program manager; I
James A. Lawrence of CSDL, manager of documentation and program control:
, _ Melvin G. Murley of CSDL who provided support in the areas of configuration
control and documentation; and Walker S. Kupfer who was responsible for sub-
_ contract administration and program cost analysis. The PMO was established
_:'"_::_'"_ and fully staffed in February to carry on the defined tasks and monitor the sub-
"" ',_:i contractor _s performance.
To assistinthe technicalmonitoring,evaluazi¢,.,and controlofthe
Raytheon effort, the assistant program manager coordinated and drew upon the
services of several members of the CSDL technical staff whose expertise was
valuable in the development of the SEP hardware.
6
J
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, _ The members of this team provided a continuing review of all technical
phases of Raytheon's hardware effort - design; development; the acceptance, qual-
ification, and field total test programs; human factors, safety, and training features;
and documentation. Team me_,bers regularly supported and participated in the
meetings involving not only Raytheon and other MIT personnel but also various
groups of JSC, Kennedy Space Center (KSC), Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC),
NASA Headquarters, and contractors responsible for hardware or facilities with
which the SEP equipznent interfaced. The resulting recommendations by this team
provided much of the information required by the PMO to direct and administer the
Raytheon contract.
The Raytheon effort was conducted under the direction of Joseph F. Urner,
SEP program manager.
The organizational structures which were established at MIT and at Raytheon
are shown in the following diagrams {Fig. 2-1 and 2-2). At several times during the
life of the contract, organizational changes were made at Raytheon, and the annotated
revisions to the Raytheon chart (Fig. 2-2) shows the dates and extent of these changes,
i :
?
i
!
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_ SECTION 3
/ HISTORY OF DESIGN EVOLUTION AND HARDWARE DEVELOPMENT
.:. The principal investigatorWs proposal of 23 October 1969 suggested the use
" of at least eight, perhaps ten, discrete frequencies; viz, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, 24, and
32 MHz, each sampled at approximately every second along the traverse. The
,; astronaut was expected to carry the receiver. The need for a navigation system was
, anticipated and a hyperbolic system concept suggested. Originally a single trans-
mitting dipole was to have a maximum overall physi_,al length of 140 meters.
On 28 October 1970, CSR published TR-70-7 (see appendices to Study Phase
' Final Report) which detailed the conceptual design. The eight frequencies listed
above would have a 100-ms dwell time plus two 100-ms receiver calibration inter-
x vals for a total sequence time of one second. Two watts of radiated power were de-
sired at 0.5 MHz, 0. 5 watt at 1.0 MHz, and 0. 125 watt at the remaining frequencies.
The hyperbolic navigation system was abandoned because of multipath propa-
gation uncertainties and added system complexity and weight. Instead, a turnstile
antenna was to produce a beam rotating at 15 r/s for azimuth determination. Range
i w
at long distances would be derived from an analysis of field strength as a function of
: : _ distance, following calibration at •short distances by the astronaut walking along one
arm of the antenna, which was marked every five meters. This concept formed the
, _ :" basis of the technical part of the RFP to RCA and Raytheon on 4 January 1971.
On 8 January 1971, substantial changes were made.
"'-'_ ". :_" (1) The rotating beam antenna was deleted, and switching of transmitter
:" power alternately between orthogonal dipoles was substituted.
_,_,_ (2) The 4- and 24-MHz frequencies were deleted and the radiated power
:. ., increased to 6 watts at 0.5 MHz, 3 watts at 1.0 MHz, and 1.5 watts
"_ ' S at the remaining frequencies.
. _: . . (3) The timing format was specifically described as consisting of eight
: " _....... " intervals 400 ms long, half that being the dwell time on each antenna.
. -" , There were to be two intervals of silence for a sequence time of
,, ,,, " 3.2 seconds.
PRBCEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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_' _ The technical specification of NAS 9-11540 specified the technical require-
J | meats and constraints pertaining to the design, development, manufacturing testing,
_ and operations of the flight equipment.
_ 3.1 Original DesiGn Baseline|
_" _ To satisfy the requirements as outlined in the specification, the initial flight
t hardware design as presented by Raytheon early in January 1971 was proposed to_: consist of:
_ ", Transmitter Design
': Item
•- Structure Unpressurized cylindricalepoxy fiberglasscase housing
._. cylindrical metal modules.
Electronics (a) One master crystal oscillator and divider chain to
generate transmitted frequencies.
(b) Class B RF power amplifiers of 12 W max capability
for each dipole.
Antenna Two thin-wire multifrequency dipoles with lumped-parameter
isolating traps.
\ _ Thermal Control Insulation inside case; passive radiator.
Power Regulated solar panel, small battery for peak power.
Receiver Design
Item
Structure Epoxy fiberglasscontainerhousing electronicmodules.
Electronics (a) Tuned radio frequency "
(b) Dual sync channels;coded sync word
(c) Built-in noise diode sensitivity calibration e
'• ..._ Antenna Triple co-centeredorthogonalloops
_" • Thermal Control Thermal painton housing, internalinsulation,phase change
"' (wax) heat sink
-:- :_ Power Battery
i!:i']:*i_] On 18 January 1971, the Raytheon baseline was amended as shown by the ii!}._:, following proposal design approach (ER71-4023).I, Proposed Design Approach
A. Transmitter antenna
2 70-m dipoles
Flexible conductor on reels
15
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_ Manual tuningOptimized with 0.5-MHz transmission considering •
lunar surfaces with _r from 2-10
Multiple traps
B. Transmitter
6 separate oscillators
No battery
3 W radiated power at 0.5 MHz
Corona protection by coil location and potting
Metal outside structure
Radiating thermal control
Solar panel prime power
Timing format revision
C. Transmitter subsystem weight - 16 lb
D. Receiver
Superheterodyne, dual conversion
Separate local oscillators
Minimum pre- and post-detection bandpass
Metal outside structure
Automatic oven temperature protection of tape
Primary battery for power
Minimum dynamic range of 100 dB
E. Receiving antenna
3 orthogonal multiturn ferrite rods
F. Estimated receiver subsystem weight - 16 lb
G. Receiver designphilosophy
Dynamic range setfrom thermal noise floor
Insertpads to accountfor new background noise
If. OperationalConstraints
A. Battery activation prior to installation on LM
B. Activated battery must be replaced if landing is delayed more
than 80 days following activation 0
C. Astronaut operations required - transmitter
Remove SEP hardware from LM
Carry to site
Deploy solar panel
Spool out antenna
Operate controlswitch
Read meter
Turn tuningknob
D. Astronaut operationsrequired - receiver
Remove SEP hardware from LMOperate control switch
Extend mast
Install on rover
Remove data module
1974005031-020
t'_ E. Re, _iver operation limited to 5 continuous hours and 10 hours
max, 8 hours off-time rain between operations
F. Tape recorder must be turned on every 120 days
_" 3.2 Baseline Changes
During the first month of the contract, February 1971, JSC, MIT, and
Raytheon reviewed the proposed design baseline to identify potential problem areas1
and on 16-17 February conducted a design review meeting. As a result, Raytheon
•, embarked on a superheterodyne dual conversion design for the receiver, utilizing
• =_ separate local oscillators. Among the 14 action items generated at the meeting was
.. o ae to perform a thermal analysis of the receiver, taking into account the possible
reduction of heat sink material and the addition of radiators and shields. Other
-; agenda items which influenced the later development of the physical design were
discussions of transmitting antenna design problems and unacceptable overweight
declarations. Preliminary design drawings of the transmitter and receiver were
available by 11 March.
"_" 3.3 Critical Design Areas
The SEP experiment hardware design was time limited and was tightly con-
strained with regard to size and weight. Some of the more critical design problems
imposed by these constraints were:
(1) Transmittin_ antenna. The SEP transmitting dipoles were constrained
i by deployment time-lineconsiderationsbased on projectedwalking
, rates to lieon the surfaceofthe moon and have a maximum lengthof
70 m end-to-end. There was r.obody of existing._.nforrnationbearing
on the practicaldesign ofantennae operatingat a dielectricinterface.
The experiment required that they have maximum efficiency at several
frequencies and a radiation pattern exhibiting dipole characteristics. #
Spurious nulls in the pattern were strictly forbidden since they could
easily be confused with the interference patterns being studied.
(2) Receivin_ antenna. The antenna elements were required to fold into a
_ small package for stowage, with the output of each of the mutually
orthogonal elements separately recorded to give a measure of the total
._ _ magnetic field. Loop-to-loop isolation and symmetry of pattern were
i required.
(3) D_narnic range. A wide range of signal levels was dictated by the
planned traverses beginning only a few meters _rom the transmitter fI
:I and extending out to several kilometers.
i
14
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_ _: (4) Thermal control. Uncertainties concerning the lunar environment
_ f_' and lunar procedures required flexible temperature control systems,
especially for the receiver. A limiting constraint on the receiver wasimposed by the use of a previously qualified tape recorder (DSEA)
_' using temperature-limited magnetic tape. The direction to use optical
'_ solar reflectors (OSRs) for thermal control of the receiver introduced
I significant uncertainties with regard to lunar dust degradation andtime- li e pro dures.
&
, (5) DSEA. The tape-recording equipment to be used was government-
_ ]_ furnished equipment designed for a different purpose, and the dif-
. _ ficulty of acquiring properly functioning, trouble-free equipment fori the test of inte faces compromised the designer's confidence in the
reliability of the DSEA.
(6) Vibration levels. Throughout the development effort there was un-
certainty as to the expected vibration spectrum level during launch
and boost.
" 3.4 Design Modifications
_ Questions were raised during March concerning the configuration of the re-
ceiving and transmitting antennas, the DSEA interface and its reliability, as well
as several design areas which had a lesser impact on the final design effort. Be-
cause of problems related to designing an efficient transmitting antenna at 0.5 MHz
• with the 70-meter constraint in total length, with attendant loading coil weight and
corona problems, this frequency was deleted and 4 MHz substituted for it. A loop
receiving antenna replaced the ferrite rod antenna because of the limited aperture
and low efficiency caused by the self-resonances produced by the number of turns
needed on the ferrlte rods.
On I-2 April, a formal preliminary design review was held. Evaluation and t
analysis of solar panels, batteries, and other components were presented and test
programs were outlined. JSC directed Raytheon to use OSR receiver thermal control
rather than wax. A "Delta" preliminary design review on 14 May disclosed problems
, : in astronaut working heights (affecting the use of legs on the transmitter, which were
rstained), transmitter antenna deployment procedures to assure orthogonallty of the I
.. dipoles, further weight increases, defin/tlon of the lunar environment, leveling of
the transmitter, and thermal controls, resulting in 36 items to be reviewed and re-
" quiring further thermal studies and dust studies.
During May it was also revealed that Grumman was contemplating a change
in the location of the receiver mounts on the Lunar Rover Vehicle {LRV) pallet. A
new ICD was negotiated in June. The receiver antenna placemmt was changed to
reduce interference with the astronaut's seat. i
i
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' }i, There also evolved a problem concerning the stowage locationofthe SEP in
' the LM when itwas discovered thatthe locationwas ambiguously specified.
_! Also, in May, Raytheon developed a deployabledouble-split3-1sop receiver
•_. antenna of such unique ingenuityin reducing cross-couplingas to qualifyas an ex-
I ceptionaldesign achievement.Because intermodulationproducts between the localoscLllatorscould con-
ceivablydegrade receiver noise performance, the 2.0-, 8.0-, and 32.0-MHz fre-
_ quencies were changed to 2.I, 8.I, and 32.I MHz, respectively,and the preliminary
! designwas finalized.
,I In June, a modificationto increase the specifiedLM pa!letvibrationlevelto
! be expected durir, g launch and boost, of such a magnitude as to exceed the receiver
-, t and transmitter design limits (as well as those for which the DSEA was qualified),
made it necessary to plan a complete structural response test on a mockup.i
In July the electrical design was complete, and a program review was held
J at Raytheon on 15-16 July. The thermal design was verified by test of a thermal
_ mockup. The temperature margin of the receiver was further slightly reduced by an
', increase in power dissipation from 8.4 watts to 10, 0 watts. These reported results
". led to a study of the need for a receiver temperature monitor.
The formal design rclcase review was held 31 August to 1 September and
resulted in the generation of 13 added review item dispositions (to a total of 65) and
• _ 10 action items. The configuration control board released all but 17 of the 436
i drawings during September. A bubble level was added to the transmitter.
: At this review, the preliminary results of the Athabasca glacier field trials
I were presented. These tests indicated the need for an increased data collection
, 1 rate in order to be able to record sufficiently closely spaced data points when the ,
LRV was moving. In order to define adequately the very sharp nulls being observed,
I
10 samples per interference wavelength appeared necessary.
" .. A problem of radio interference between the astronauts' VHF PLSS-mounted
intercom transmitter and the SEP receiver was uncovered, and a low-pass RF filter !
: in the receiver was added to eliminate the interference. .
During October, two alternative timing format modifications were proposed
to solve the need for increased date rate. Since th/a was a major modification, it
was also proposed to include the capability to record LHV naviption data on the DSF,A
P
tape in the receiver by hard-wire transmission of wheel, range, and bearing pulses
to the tape input. Fortunately the change of the Apollo 17 flilht date from July 1973
to December 1973 afforded the opportunity and the t/me to incorporate these ma_or
changes. The various proposals for accompllalting them were evaluated on 16 December
16
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_ 1971 by a review panel convened in Washington, and the designapproach was retro-
_ activelydefinedinNovember 1971, at which time contractchange authorization
(CCA) #i was issued, authorizingthe redesign.
InDecember, there were discoveriesof mechanical interferencebetween the
SEP receivingantenna and the LRV, and of contaminationof certainTTL 54L-series
integratedcircuitssimilarto those used inthe SEP hardware, requiringadditional
screening.
The higherlevelvibrationtesting,necessitatedby the expected increase in
launch-boostvibrationlevelofQuad IIIof the LM pallet,was startedon the cornpat-
ibilityunittransmitter. Vibrationtestingofthe compatibilityunitreceiver started
inJanuary 1972. The testresultssubstantiatedthe adoptionofthe highervibration
levelsfor qualificationtesting,withoutrequiringhardware modification.
By March 1972, the prototypereceiver and transmitter,incorporatingthe
timing format and navigationdatamodifications,had been completely fabricated,and
the designhad essentiallyevolvedto itsfinalconfiguration,withthe inclusionof a
thermometer inthe receiver for visualmonitoring of internaltemperature.
3.5 Design Criteri_and Considerations
Early inthe study phase, itwas recognizedthatinapplyingthe principlesof
RF interferometryfor the interpretationand estimationof subsurface electricalprop-
ertiesand physicalcharacteristics,itwould be possibleto conduct an experiment in
either a static mode or a dynamic mode. i
In the static mode, the transmitter and receiver would be placed at fixed
locations, and the operating frequency would be shifted over a controlled range.
This mode would have the advantages of not requiring the recording of navigation
data, eliminating radio wave pattern distortions produced by the electromagnetic
interference of the transport vehicle, deploying both antennas in close proximity to
#
the dielectric interface, defining the relative orientation of the antennas, and yield-
ing radio frequency interference (RFI) data that would probably be simpler In form
and easier to interpret. ,_
The overriding disadvantage of the static mode is the limitation on the size ._
of the explored volume, which is constrained to the re&don between the transmitter
and the receiver• For this reason, the dynamic mode was chosen•
In the dynamic mode. the receiver is transported on traverses surrounding
the transmitter, and its d/stance and orientation with respect to the transmitter
vary. Th/s mode requires navigational data for proper interpretation of the data.
On Apollo 17, it was decided to use several fixed operat/nj frequencies sequentlally.
17
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_" The operating frequencies had to be chosen so that the radio waves would
probe several meters into the medium. Figure 3-1 presents theoretical computations
, of the depth of penetration as a function of frequency for a few values of dielectric
i', constant and loss tangent of the medium. From consideration of such information,
itwas decided that frequencies lying in the range below 100 MHz could probably
probe several meters. Field tests verified this supposition, and itwas decided to
use several octaves of the range in order to cope with possible variations in the elec-
t, trical characteristics of the subsurface layers. This use of several frequencies also
, yielded a probability of greater resolution in the detection of stratificationand scat-
= tering objects, as well as a higher degree of reliabilitythrough redundancy.
DEPTH(METERS)l
,. ,o,[ I
i
• lOi_
lf, i 10s 10Io 1014 lolli
1 tlHl)
t
Ftlure 3-1. Medium-penetration depth versus frequency.
P " Zi
#
: The determinaUon of the transmitter RF power requirement was based on
• . acceptable signal-to-noise ratios at the receiver terminals for the worst-case of a
distance 30 wavelenlths from the transmitter. This involved calculation of trims-
. matter antenna pin. attenuation coefficients, receiving antenna capture areas, and ,
:" ,. efflcienclas, as well as estimates of the various noise levels. It was determined i
,. • that I-4 watts of transmitted power would be satisfactory.
:_, _ Solid state components were specified early in theprolram forthe state-of-
; _ the-art raisons of we/ght, ease, stab/lity, el/ability, and efficiency. Crystal oscil-
_" lators were requdred in order to meet tlmfrequency stability specification. The
operst/_ trequenc/es (1.0, II. 1, 4.0, 8.1, 18.0, 31.1 Mils) could have been derived
, by down-conversion from a master oscillator, up-conversion from s master oscillator.
or from discrete osc/llators tot each frequency. Tim latter approach was chosen
18
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•_ _ because of its greater flexibilityand the probability of data acquisition even ifthere
_ were a failure in one oscfliator.
." A comprehensive study of transmitting antennas, including vertical electric
_ dipoles, horizontal electric dipoles, vertical magnetic dipoles, horizontal magnetic
dipoles, horizontal electric turnstiles, and horizontal magnetic turnstiles, lying atP
a dielectric interface, was made. Table 3-1 summarizes the results of this study
for a medium of dielectric constant of 4.0. From such studies and other considera-
tions, the horizontal electric dipole was chosen. Figure 3-2 showsthe field patterns
_ associated with this choice.
Table 3-I. Properties of basic Hertzian dipoles at
dielectric interface of _ = 4.0.
" Dipole Max. Sym- Power Relative Surface Fields -r "2
Type Gain rnetry Bad. Hp H6 Hz Ep E_ Ez
III
O I.174 +0.508 I.174= VED I0.6 O.661 -0.073 -0. 127 -0. 147
. .
I. 000 ,` d I.000
•. HED-TM 2.4 (_ 0.276 -0.12S -0.217 -0.062
+0. 250 +0. 125 +0. 143HED-TE 5.1 0. 460 -0. 500 -0. 577 -0. 2890.736
O +0. 131 +0.075• VMD 3.7 0.93B -0. 523 -0. 604 -0,302
' Q 1. 624 Ð d "/041. 624HMD-TM It#.I 0.22? -0.050 -_.088 -0.I01
HMD-TE I. 9 (_ 0. 239 +0.304 +0.304 +0. 176
-0. IS2 -0.704 -0.08S
, -. 0.466 ,
+0. 177 "0. 707 +0.08S #¼ h 707HET 2. S 0.736 -0,353 -0.085 -0.40S -0, 153 -0. 204 -0. 044
I. 14b
", ,'_ HMT -0, 071 :
'_: J_ The constra/nt• of I/m/ted size, weight, and mult/frequency operaUon/reposed
_'_" " I difficult design probl_ma for the transmitUniJ antenna in trying to •eh/eve well-d•fined i_" field patterns by redue/niJ spur/ouwex©itatinn• and coping with the inherent low radia- _
: ," _ tlon efficiency •t the lower h, equeneie•.
Antenna confllPlrat/on• of 8/nzle elements, multiple element•, and case•deal
element• with inserted filter• were stud/ed. The final choice was • ca•©eded element
with zexdeo-connected, uncoupled discrete wi_ oefment•. A computer pr_trLm was
19
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_, _ used to determine the filter trap parameters for _.ehieving resonance at the operating
" frequencies to insure the required field pattern and matching impedances.
• The receiving antenna was required to be ¢'ornpnct, lightweight, collap_ible,
and sturdy, with a spherically omnidirectional overall radiation pattern, small cross-
g
coupling between elements, high capture cross-section, immunity to extraneous noise,
and ease of matching to the receiver. A set of three mutually-orthogonal, co-centered
I loops was chosen.
In the design of the receiver itself, several schemes, including tuned RF,
superregenerative and phase-locked detection with a countdown chain, were considered.
:: _ These studies firJally resulted in the choice of a double-conversion superheterodyne
configuration, preceded by a preamplifier passband front end and followed by a signal
: compressor logarithmic amplifier and a voltage-controlled oscillator. This configura-
; tion was able to meet the requirements of passband, dynamic range, sensitivity, noise
ratio, selectivity, reliability, stability, and provision for synchronization and timing
: circuits, as imposed by the experiment concepL De/ailed studics of clectron_agimtic
interference and electromagnetic compatibility vAth regard to cosmic noise, enhanced
solar flares, lunar radiation, earth interference, and LRV noise, were performed.
2he results of these studies are summarized in Table 3-2 and indicate the compatibility
of the SEP e_'periment design _ith regard to these noise sources. Extensive testing
verified this compatibility.
Size am, aeight considerations dictated the method used for thermal control
of the receiver. The recciver was wrapped in a Kapton insulating b]anket with flaps
for covering or uncovering an optical solar reflector surface. A temperature indicator
was included, and the flaps were to be manually adjusted to maintain the temperature
within limits. Lunar dust complicated this control procedure, and in the final opera-
tion of the experiment, it proved to be the principal problem that was encountered.
No problems were encountered in the thermal control of the transmitter, which used t
a similar, though static, method of control, because the dust problem was not present.
,,.:., Table 3-2. Summary of EMC results in SEP experiment.
_ '_ Approx SEI' Earth
Itece/ver Cosmic Noise Transmltter Power Enhanced Solar I.unar Noise Interference I.RV Nnl,qe
• ." Temperature at It = 20_ at Noise Power
._. Frequency Noise st Receiver at ffecelver at l,oop ' at Receiver
Temperaturc st Receiver Loop Receiver Terminals Antenna for Terminals
* Terminals - h,:-W
_- ', Termmal.q Antenna Terminals Pte
30MHz 627°K 0.7°K 3. SxI0"Sw 2.5×10" 10W 2,1x10"16W 2.3×I0"23W 10"IgW 10"ISw
r.
IMHz 827°K i. 62°K 3.8:_10 _W 2_¢1_"13W 1.5XlO" 12W 1, 72_10"26W 10" 16W 10" 15W
i u i
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_" SECTION 4
$ EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION
k
i The translation of the SEP experiment concept into actual physical measure-
merit equipment required extensive development and design effort in the areas of
• receiving and transmitting antennas, stable low-noise solid state oscillators and
t amplifiers, digital circuits, switches, matching networks, synchronization circuits,
etc, A summary of the functional description of the hardware is presented in the
following, in order to outline the principles of operation of the equipment. Because
ll part and circuits are qualified for nned flight, nn unorthodox r tricky de-
signs are incorporated, but proven straightforward approaches are used throughout.
i The equipment used to carry out the SEP experiment (S-204 on Apollo
17)
_" i consists of two units, a fixed-location transmitter and a transportable receiver
capable of being mounted on the LRV. The method used to conduct the experiment
consists of sequentially transmitting a series of pulsed RF energy waves {from a
fixed location on the lunar surface) at each of six different transmitting frequencies
_nd alternately switching the transmitted energy 90 ° by means of two dipole trans-
mitting antennas, lying at right angles to each other on the lunar surface. The SEP
receiver, mounted on the LRV, picks up signals through three orthogonally-deployed
: loop antennas and records each of these three signal strengths in terms of calibrated
audio frequencies on the DSEA tape. By traversing the lunar surface while mounted
on the LRV, the SEP receiver receives energy at varying phase relationships, am-
plitudes, and densities. Through the use of six different channels corresponding to
the six transmitted energy frequencies, the receiver records these varying signal
levels along with external noise (also recorded during one of the transmitter off
periods) using a 300-3000-Hz voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and a magnetic
;- tape recorder housed in a self-contained DSEA. In addition to experiment and noise
,, • calibration data, the DSEA also records receiver status information and internal
• temperature as well as I.,BV positional data from the LRV navigation system. The :
• A detailed functional of the hardware is available in the operation and i
instruction manuals, published by Raytheon (Receiver, ER72-4067A_ Transmitter,
ER72-406_A). available at the NASA/JSC Technical Library, Houston, Texas.
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_- DSEA i_ removed from the SEP receiver by the astronaut at the end of the experiment
and brought back to earth in the Apollo command module for subsequent data analysis.
4.1 Transmitter, Functional Description
_: The SEP transmitter is used in the SEP experiment to automatically transmit
• timed bursts of RF energy from a fixed location on the lunar surface. These energy
_ transmissions are alternately transmitted in equal time segments from each of two
orthogonally-deployed dipole antennas lying on the lunar surface. The transmitter
• consists of four basic subassemblies mounted on a supporting housing. The housing
: is in turn supported by four deployable legs, facilitating deployment by the astronaut.
- • The functional organization of the SEP transmitter is shown in Fig. 4-1. The trans-
mitter consists of a solar array, the antenna assembly, an oscillator-timing module,
; and a driver-amplifier module. The solar array provides shunt regulated, +15 Vdc
i_ and +5 Vdc primary operating power to the transmitter operating modules. Primary
i power to each of the two modules is controlled by an on-off-standby switch located
on the top of the driver-amplifier module. The on-off-standby switch permits selec-
tion of either of two modes of operation. In the ON position, +15 Vdc and +5 Vdc
operating power is connected to the operating modules and the transmitter is in the
operating mode. In the STANDBY position, +15 Vdc is connected to two wire-wound
resistors inside the amplifier module that are used to generate a sufficient amount
of heat to maintain the operating temperature of the transmitter electronics during
extended use of the standby mode on the lunar surface. The oscillator timing module
!
• contains a frequency generator which provides (through the use of six separate oscil-
lators} the six basic operating frequencies for the transmitter. The oscillators are
sequentially turned on and off under control of a timing logic network, also contained
in the oscillator-timing module, which operates from a 1.04-MHz, temperature-l
compensated clock oscillator. The output of the clock oscillator is divided down
through a divide-by-975 network to provide a 1067-Hz basic timing waveform for
the timing logic. The outputs of the six basic frequency oscillators are switched e
on and off in a timed sequence derived from a special countdown network that is
- •_ driven by the 1067-Hz timing waveform and sent through individual attenuators to ,
a combiner-divider network. The output of the combiner-divider is sent in parallel
to each of two identical driver-amplifier networks in the driver-amplifier module,
, one of which drives the E-W antenna, the other driving the N-S antenna. The
'_ driver and power amplifier stages in the driver-amplifier module contain wideband
amplifiers which provide linear gain and frequency response characteristics over
the entire 1-32.1-MHz operating range of the transmitter. Selection of the N-S or
E-W antennas is accomplished by means of two antenna select signals which are _,
alternately activated within the timing logic. The N-S and E-W antennas are center-
fed standard dipoles which are arranged orthogonally on the lunar surface during
the transmitter deployment sequence.
24
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'_, _, 4.2 Transmitter Characteristics
j
characteristics of the SEP transmitter follows:The operating are as
.. "' s Dimensions (stowed position): 10o 0 x 13, 0 X 11, 5 in, (max)
_:" Weight: 14.3 lb
Method of deployment: Astronaut deployable (time-line
procedure)
Operating frequencies: Six separate switchable frequencies -
_ 32.1MHz, 16.0MHz, 8.1 MHz,
4.0 MHz, 2.1 MHz, 1.0 MHz\
" Frequency stability: ±2 ppm
• :_
_, Type of antenna: Crossed multifrequency dipoles
p
i Antenna arrangement: Dipoles lying on the lunar surface
. at right angles to each other
_,' t crossed at mutual centers
._ Antenna deployment: Manually unwound from storage
reels
Method of transmission: Switched energy output at each of
the six operating frequencies,
with each transmission equally
=" divided in time between the
two dipole antennas
_, Power Output:
Experiment
Frequency Power Output*
1.0MHz 3.75W
• 2.1 MHz 2.0 W
4.0 MHz 2.0 W
8.1 MHz 2.0 W
16.0 MHz 2.0 W
32.1 MHz 2.0W
Data frame period: 12.96 s
Data channel (experiment #
.... frequency time interval): 0.2025 s
. ; Antenna switching rate: 0.10125 s
Guard band between
antenna positions: 0.9375 ms
Sync pattern: Two complementary symmetrical
Williard**-code pulse trains trans-
.-;":, mired concurrently at the 1.0-MHz
and 2. I-MHz experiment frequencies
_.,.,. during a special sync intervalr
-' *into a nominal load of I00 _, _2 dB from nominal power output at each experiment
frequency operating at normal operating temperatures.
**Willlard, M. W., "Optimum Code Patterns for PCM Synchronisation," Proceedln|s
of the National Telemetering Conference, WashinBton DC, May 196_.
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Power input requirements:
Voltage Current (peak)
+15 V + 3% 0.666 A
_ +5 V± 3% 0.220A
/
Power source: Two solar cell arrays, shunt regu-lated to provide required input
voltages at the required current
_. levels - (1) 3 x 17 array providing
" +5 Vdc; (1) 6 x 52 array providing
• : +15 Vdc.
Thermal / radiational
" characteristics:
'. Susceptibility: Outside of operating temperature
range, electronics modules sub-
ject to degradation of operational _ .
characteristics
Protection: Use of thermal control paint on all
exposed structural members and
low-solar absorption high-emit-
" tance thermal control blanket
around electronics housing r
, Operating temperature
range: O°C to +70°C
Operating life:
Condition Du rat ion
ON or STANDBY 66 h
Several views of the transmitter are presented in Fig. 4-2, 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5 which
follow.
4.3 Oscillator-Timin_ Module
A block diagram of theoscfl!ator-timing module is shown in Fig. 4-8. This
"'" , module provides the six experiment frequencies used in the amplifiers which drive :_i
the antennas. It consists of a timing logic circuit and a frequency generator circuit. :i:
(1) Frequency Generator. The frequency generators are six separate _
- , crystal-controlled oscillators which employ fundamental mode fre- ,_
quency generators at the 8.1-, 1_. 0-. and 32.1-MHz frequencies and
:.: : frequency dividers to derive the other frequencies. _
(a) Basic oscillators. The basic output is +4 dBm. The turn-on
of an individual frequency is achieved from a signal supplied
from the timing logic assembly.
27
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Figure 4-2. SEP transmitter.
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Figure 4-3. SEP transmitter - stowed (quad lID configuration.
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1.CARRYHANDLE 11.TRIANGULARFEET(USEDTOLEVELTRANSMITTER)
* 2. ARROWONTOPOFTRANSMITTER 12.ANTENNACABLE
,i 3.ANTENNAREELHANDLE i3. PARTIALCOMPASSROSE
• I 4.ANTENNAREEL I4. NULLMETERGNOMON5.ANTENNAREELRETAININGCLAMPT-HANDLE 15.CARRYHANDLEPIP RETAINERPiNLANYARD
1 6. BUBBLELEVEL ]6. "HOT"MISSIONAD.tUSTINGLEVER
7.TRANSMITTERETAINERRING ]7. SOLARARRAYMOUNTINGPINS
8. TRANSMITTERLEG ]8. THERMALCOVERPULLTAB '
9. ANTENNALEADSTOWAGEVELCROTAB ]9. SOLARARRAY
I0. ANTENNAELEMENT 20.SOLARPANELDEPLOYMENTTAB
Figure 4-4. Transmitter leveling and alignment.
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Figure 4-5. SEP transmitter - deployed configuration.
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iCO) Attenuator pads. These pads adjust the power output level
_ at each frequency to yield a fiat frequency gain response.
, (c) Combiner-divider. This network affords 30 dB isolation
r between input terminals and output terminals and is used to
: combine input signals for transmission to the driver-amplifiers.
(2) Timing-logicassembly. This assembly controlsthe sequence of
transmission, switching of frequencies, and antenna switching.
"_ (a) Transmitter timing. The lunar operation transmission se-
, quence is shown in Fig. 4-7.
Co) Timing-sequencing. To generate timing pulses and produce
the transmission sequence shown, a countdown chain, a sync
pattern generator, and a series of decoder networks are
used. Figure 4-8 shows the timing sequence of the decoder
outputs. The sync pattern is shown in Fig. 4-9.
(c) Basic clock. The basic transmitter clock is a 1.04-MHz
oscillator, stable to ±2 pprn. Divider networks provide the
1067-Hz basic timing signal.
(d) Countdown chain, This chain consists of four frequency
divider circuits which provide pulses for the guard interval
decoder, the sync pattern generator and the sync pattern
gating control.
(e) Guard interval. This is an interruption of the transmission
i cycle to insure against the possibility of turning on both
driver-amplifiers slmultaneouely. The circuit also gener-
i ates a square wave that functions as an interval timer, which
I
controls selection of the antennas, and to gate the sync pat-
,, tern to the I. 0- and 2. I-MHz decoders. See Fig. 4-8 and
' 4-9.
' (f) Data timer. The data timer divides the output of the interval
timer and uses the outputs to control the decoder networks.
- : (g) Ground support equipment (GSE) sync pulse. Further dividing
..i of the data timer pulse train is performed here to provide
•' ! additional gating for the decoders. One output is used as a
sync pulse for the GSE and also controls transmission of the
aync pa_ern.
{h) $7nc pattern _enerator. input and output waveforms are shown
/n Fig. 4-0. These control the I. 0- and 2. I-MHs oscillators
for transmission of the sync patterns.
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Figure 4-6. Oscillator/timing module block diagram.
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"- '_ (i) Sync patterngatingcontrol. This controldecodes pulses
_: :, frorn the countdown chain and interval timer to gate the sync
:_ ," pattern generator. Its output also controls the driver-
",:i amplifiers,
t
_, (j) Data channel decoder. This circuit decodes the interval
timer waveforms to produce pulses which control the on-off
/ sequence of the six experiment frequencies.
:: (k) 2.1-MHz decoder, This decoder controls the transmission
" _ intervals for the 2.1-MHz oscillator, which is used as one of
the experiment frequencies and is also used during the sync
_ interval.
(1) 1.0-MHz decoder. This functions in the same manner as the
2. 1-hIHz decoder.
_ (m) N-S decoder, this decoder uses the intervaltimer output
:(
to selectthe N-S driver-amplifieron alternatehalf-intervals
; for transmission of the experiment frequencies. It also gates
, the sync pattern during the sync interval, through the N-S
driver-amplifier on alternate subframes.
(n) E-W decoder. This functions the same as the N-S decoder,
except that it selects the E-W driver-amplifier on alternate
• half- intervals.
t'
(o) GSE test. This is a gate inserted ahead of the countdown
chain to permit control of the timing sequence by the GSE
operator.
4.4 Amplifier Module
_ A block diagram is shown in Fig. 4-10. This module consists of two identical t
"_: driver-amplifiers, one for the N-S antenna, and one for the E-W antenna.
it
'_. (1) Low level These class A linear amplifiersstages. are two-stage
_: with a gain of 28-33 dB at all experiment frequencies.
(2) Power amplifier. These amplifiers consist of two push-pull class B
power amplifiers with a balanced power output of 4 watts at 1.0 MHz
and 2 watts at the other experiment frequencies, with an output level
stability of ±1 dB max for worst-case temperature and supply voltage 't
J
variation.
4.5 Antenna
A photograph of the stowed antenna is shown in Fig. 4-11. Figure 4-12 shows ._
the physical layout of the two center-fed dipoles when deployed. Nine _'esonant circuit
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Figure 4-10. Amplifier module block diagram.
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?Figure 4-11. Transmitter antenna - stowed configuration .
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Figure 4-12. Transmitter antenna - deployed configuration.
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traps and four loading coils are used in each 35-m antenna element to provide the
,. _ cocrect electrical length for each of the experiment frequencies.
" '," 4.6 Transmitter Power
A three-panel solar array, shown deployed in Fig. 4-13, provides transmitter
m _
power at +15 Vdc and +5 Vdc. The panels are hinged, with positive lockouts for
_,_ positioning on the transmitter carrying handle. At 15 volts, they provide 10 watts,/ [ plus 1. 1 watt at 5 volts. A shunt regulator is mounted on the back of one of the
': ._; panel s.
._. 4.7 Transmitter Power Requirements
f,
_" Total average input power required by the ix'ansmitter is 6.5 watts. A break-
. _. down of the requirements for each module is given in Table 4-1, and the demand
[. during one experiment frame is compared with the output power in the three plots
of Fig. 4-14.
4.8 Power DistributionStandard qualified cables, connectors, and module connectors are used
throughout.
" t
Table 4-I. Transmitter module power requirements.
% _
Power/Current
i Module Section Oper. Voltage Req'd (Average} ,
,=
Amplifier Low- Level + 15V 93 mAModule Stages + 18 P
Power +I5V 420 mA
Amplifier +5V 25 mA "
Oscillator- Frequency Both (+lSV, 345 raW {Peak}
Timing Generator +SV} with one OSC "ON"
Module {Experiment and five "OFF"
Oscillator )
(Clock Both (+15V, 85 mW ":
•" Oscillator) +5V) •
Timer +SV (Does not 42 mA +
Sequencer use + I 5V}
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Figure 4-13. Solar panel - deployed configuration.
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L" 4.9 Receiver, Functional Description
_ The SEP receiver (Fig. 4-15) is designed to operate automatically in the
lunar environment in either of two operating modes. Mode 1 is the sync acquisition
mode. This indicates the operation of searching for the sync pattern, which is
transmitted during the transmitter sync interval. Mode 2 is the normal operating mode
of the receiver when it has acquired synchronization and is receiving data normally
/ at the six experiment frequencies. As soon as the receiver is turned on, it auto-
matically goes into operating mode 1. When it acquires synchronization (by recog-
nizing the sy-ac pattern), it automatically switches to mode 2 and begins recording
data at the six experiment frequencies, using the DSEA. The block diagram of Fig.
4-16 illustrates the functional organization of the SEP receiver.
,_ 4.10 Receiver Characteristics
The operating cha-acteri_tics of the SEP receiver are as follows:
Dimensions (stowed position): 11.0 in. × 13.0 in. × 13.25 in.
(antenna extension, stowed position:
10 in. )
Weight: 21.7 lb
, Method of deployment: Astronaut-deployable (time-line
procedure)
Receiver type: Superheterodyne, double conversion
Receiving frequencies Six individually-selectable frequen-
cies - 32.1 MHz, 16.0 MHz, 8.1 MHz,
4,0 MHz, 2.1 MHz, 1.0 MHz
Method of reception: Three individually-selectable loop
antennas, orthogonally deployed
First IF: 21.4 MHz
Second IF: 1. 085 MHz
Receiver output: Log amp on: 300-3000 Hz audio
tone, varying in accordance with I
RF input signal strength variations
Log amp off: depending on logical
state of the receiver status signal,
900-2500 Hz (determined by in-
ternal receiver temperature) or
5700 ± 700 Hz
Data storage medium: Magnetic tape
Storage de_ice: Self-contained tape recorder, housed
in a removable assembly (DSEA)
,' Data retrieval: DSEA manually recovered by astronaut t
_:nergy requirements, 20 Wh, warrnup
81 Wh, operate*
*Nominal for g hours of lunar operation.
i
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Figure 4-15. SEP receiver, _}
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Y"- Power source: Self- contained silver- zinc battery
_: Electrolyte: Potassium hydroxide (KOH)
,_ Battery output capacity: 116 Wh @ 12V (nominal)
Battery voltage: Peak open circuit 14.8 Vdc
Maximum operating 13.4 Vdc
Minimum operating 11.2 Vdc
Operating temperature range: +20°F-+ 115°F, ± 5°F
:/ Thermal-radiational
characteristics: Outside of operating temperature
= range. DSEA and battery subject
to degradation of operational
characteristic s
Protection: Receiver housing protected by
thermal blanket. Internal heat
radiated to deep space by means
" of an OSR mounted at top of re-
i ceiver. Internal, thermostatically°
controlled heater strips maintain
i operating temperature of DSEA and
battery during standby mode of
operation
Operating life: 9 hours (limited by amount of tape
on DSEA tape recorder}
4.11 Antenna Assembly
The receiver antenna assembly is comprised of three separate orthogonally-
deployed loop antennas, each of which receives energy (figure-eight pattern) prin-
cipally from one of three separate directions(X, Y, or Z), each directionbeing
mutually perpendiculartothe other two. The antenna assembly is shown in Fig.
4-17 and provides three separate inf_tsto the receiver, one from each of the three
loop antennas.
(I) Antenna loop. Figure 4-18 shows the Y-loop. All three loops are
electrically identical to the Y-loop. Each operates as two separate t
loops in parallel.
(2) Antenna Y-loop electrical connection. The receiving loops are made
of coaxial cable, with the shield functioning as the receiving element,
and the center conductors are the feed wires to the antenna switch in
i the receiver. Note thatthe RF currents inthe common center arm
cancel, so only the outer sides of the loop function as RF energy
pick-ups.
4.12 RF-Synchronizer Module I
i
This consistsof an antenna switchassembly, a I.0=MHz sync receiver,and
a 2.1-MHz receiver. It selects the X, Y, and Z loop of the antenna and detects sync
patterns. It also contains two noise sources for calibration.
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Figure 4-16. SEP receiver block diagram (sheet 1 of 2).
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Figure 4-16. SEP receiver block diagram (sheet 2 of 2).
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! (1) Antenna switch assembly. A block diagram is shown in Fig. 4-19,
l showing the capability for antenna switching and btF amplification.
(a) Noise-antenna switching. During mode 2 operation, signals
from the antenna signal generator in the oscillator-timing
module to the antenna switch assembly control the selection
of antenna loops. During transmitter-off intervals, a noisesource (galactic, low-level diode, r high-lev l diode) is
_ switched in for calibration.experimental
,?
(b) RF amplification. The output of the l:tF amplifier in the antenna
, , switch assez_bly is a low-level signal about 28 dB higher than
: the antenna input,
"; (2) 1.0-MHz and 2.1-MHz sync receiver assemblies. These are dia-
_, ,; grained in Fig. 4-20. Their primary function is to recover the
" transmitted 1.0-MHz and 2.1-MHz oscillator waveforms.
, 4.13 Oscillator-Timing Module
v
This module consists of the sync assembly, clock and timing assembly• and
the switch circuit buffer assembly. These provide all necessary timing signals for
x.
signal selection.
(1) Synchronizer network. This consists of two functionally-identical
sync circuits (1.0 MHz and 2.1 MHz) for synchronization of the re-
It
ceiver timing with that of the transmitter. A flow diagram of the
' sync acquisition sequence is shown in Fig. 4-21, and a block diagram
/
t of the sync circuit is shown in Fig. 4-22. The receiver has two
,:: t
, modes of operation. Mode 1 is sync search• Mode 2 is synchron-
,. _ ized. The receiver remains in mode I until the sync pattern is ac-
, quired. In mode 2. the sync circu!ts continue to re-synchronize
. . every subframe. If there is fallur_ to recognize the aync pattern
• _ _, : after 48 subframes0 the receiver switches to mode I.
' (2) Clock and timln_ network. Figure 4-23 shows a block diagram of
:_ • . this network, which generates the timing signals, using the same
•. : - method as in _he transmitter.
_ "., ._,.,: (a) Clock-froquenc_ divider. This circuit divides down the I. 04-
.... _ Mrls clock-oscillator output to establish sets of control fee-
_ / {b) Countdown chain. This consists of eight divider circtxita in
aeries, operating from the 800-Hz square wave pulse train
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_" output of the frequency divider. The outputs control the antenna,
oscillator and calibration signal Eenerators, and the receiver,_ status code gener tor.
_ , (c) Signal generators, status code generator. Figure 4-24 (3 sheets)
shows the output waveforms produced by these generators.
,_ (d) Antenna signal generator. The output waveforms are shown in
,t Fig. 4-24.
• _ , (e) Calibration signal generator. The output waveforms are shown
- in Fig. 4-24. '
(f) Receiver status code generator. The output waveforms are
_/ shown in Fig. 4-24. The output is modulated to form a six-bit
" word to indicate the status of the receiver at the beginning of
each subframe. Table 4-2 shows the ten code words used.
(3) Switch circuit buffer. A block diagram is presented in Fig. 4-25.
:_ The circuit includes the local oscillators for heterodyning the ex-
; periment frequencies to the first intermediate frequency of 21.4 MHz.
\
Table 4-2. SLA modulation code (receiver status).
"_ AMPLITUDE LEVEl. OF
RECOVERED DSEA SIGNAL [_ECEIVEH STATUS
S T M X Y R
0 1 0 0 1 0 Mode 1, X-Ant On, Y-_nt Off, No Reset
•:, 0 1 0 1 0 0 Mode I, X-Ant Off, Y-At. No Resett
0 I 0 1 1 0 Mode I, X-Ant Off, Y-Ant No Reset
0 1 1 0 I I Mode 2, X-Ant On, Y-Ant Off, Reset (Cal 32, 16)• r
" 0 I I I 0 1 Mode 2, X-Ant Off, Y-Ant On, Reset (Cal 8, 4)
: 0 1 1 1 1 1 Mode 2, X-Ant Off, Y Ant Off, Reset (Cal 2, 1)
z:
,..':" 0 1 I 0 1 0 Mode 2, X-Ant On, Y-Ant Off, No Reset (Cal 32, 16)
'_ '_ 0 1 1 1 0 0 Mode 2, X-Ant Off, Y-Ant On, No Reset (Cal 8, 41
i '_? 0 1 1 1 1 0 Mode 2, X-Ant Off, Y-Ant Off. No Reset (Cal 2, 1)
-.,_ 0 I 0 0 0 1 First Sync Code Recognition, Mode 2 Next Frame
: ,, 0 = Low amplitude (equivalentto digitallogic 0)
': I = High amplitude (equivalent to digital logic I)
•' ."., ,., S Subframe indicator (always 0) indicates beginning of subframe
: T - Gates temperature datato DSEA (always logic I)
-, M- Mode (0 _ Mode 1. 1 = Mode 2)
X, Y - Antenna position (0 = antenna connected, I • antenna disconnected)
R - Reset (0 • no reset pulse generated, no sync acquisition, I = reset
pulse generated, syne acquired )
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t_ 4.14 IF Module
_ Figure 4-26 isa block diagram showing the logarithmicamplifierand the
, _ voltage-controlledoscillator,whose outputis recorded on theDSEA. The logarith-mic amplifierdecreases the dynamic range of the IF outputto a voltageratioof
,, i, 10:1, so thatthe outputfrequencyof the voltage-controlledoscillator(3000Hz:300 Hz)P
isdirectlyrelatedto the variationof the received signalstrength.
1 4.15 NavigationData Module
This module receives asynchronous wheel, range, and bearing pulsesfrom
:: the LRV navigationcomputer and records the dataon the DSEA tape. A block dia-
- gram is shown in Fig. 4-27. Figure 4-28 shows the timing.
4.16 Power Module
p
, A block diagram is shown inFig. 4-29 for the ac circuitand in Fig. 4-30
;: for the dc circuit.
4.17 Battery
,_ Primary power for the receiver is from a 12-V silver-zinc battery.
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SECTION 5
,1
,+
I ENGINEERING TESTING
In addition to the standard tests required for equipment used on a manned
.:- lunar mission, such as quality tests, qualitication tests, acceptance tests, pre-
:: launch tests, cert+_,: tion te_ts, and acceptance tests, the SEP program included
_¢ several speciahze_ we,__s of major experimental tests which affected the hard-
,_. ware confia_urati, n. l'hese included glacier t:ials, electromagnetic interference
: in- _s iF :o_. vibration testing, and thermal/vacuum testing. _hese ,xtra tests
each required the fabrication and use of special equipment and the expenditure of
"-_ significant engineering time.
5.1 Glacier Testing
\
The glacier tests had a greater impact on hardware modification than the
other tests and are discussed in greater detail. They contributed valuable design
info_ ,ation and increased confidence in the abilit: of the equipment to perform on
the, ,ar mission. A brief description of le glacier testing philosophy and opera- ,
, tion has been presented in Yection 1.1. The following section is intended to present
detail_ of the tes,s and of the design problems relating to the hardware development
.... _ • as revealed by the tests.
. :: During March, April, and May 1971, plans were made for thedesign and '
- support of a field test program. These plans required the use of a field evaluation e
model (FEM) of the SEP transmitter and receiver.
,-,. ; 5.2 FEM Descrip*ion
:::" /" Technical direction was issued in May from MIT to Raytheon to implement
:._,_::.:_,_, the FEM in accordance with the features, characteristics, and capabilities described
below:
{._ :- (1, .':he transmitter (Tx) shall be battery operated, with four (4) battery
.:::_ ,_ packs supplied, three as spares. Each transmitter battery pack _ .
_) _, shall have capacity sufficient for continuous transmitter operation of
: j,
' ": _ "_ four h_urs In an ambient of o20°F.
'. • , (2) The Tx shall incorporate circuitry with associated front-panel controls
to maintain operation of Che Tx at any of the design frequencies and on i
=, any tran.mitting dipole.
• " PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
I
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(3) The Tx shall incorporate an on-off switch and a battery monitor.5
I ._ (4) The Tx enclosure shall be sealed from snow with the access for the
,t
." _ battery pack to be on the top. Thermal radiative surfaces of the
transmitter shall be sufficient to ensure continuous transmitter
_ -. operation without requiring venti]ation holes that would permit
entry of snow driven by a 40-knot wind. There shall be no extornal| :,
leads other than the transmitting dipoles.
(5) The transmitter shall be capable of operation at 0°F.
,_ (6) The equipment shall be designed to allow access to the antenna feed
terminals for VSWR and other electrical testing.
.:._: (7) The transmitter circuitry shall be designed to permit the injection of
excitation signals from an external source at the inputs of the final
,_: . ,. amplifiers.
(8) The receiver (Rx) shall be powered by commercialpower supplies
operating from 115V, 60 Hz.
(9) The receiver shall mechanically interface with a standard 19 in.
equipment rack.
(10) The Rx antenna shall have provisions for mounting external to the
equipment bay, including connecting cables from antennas to the
receiver.
(11) The Rx shall have =ircuitry with associated front-panel cc ntrols for
.- selection of individual frequencies and individual Rx ant,,nna loops.
•-_ _: i • ": (12) The Rx shall be provided with three sample-and-hold circuits with
; outputs proportional t _ the signal amplitudes received on the X, Y, ,
'. .." ":.-.'.i and Z receivingantennas, Receiver controlsshallpermit synchroni-
•' ! zationof the sampling time so thatthe dataoutput--_illcorrespond to
,, • ,,_ a selectable200-ms intervalduringwhich the transmitterisradiating
.J , |
'" ". • _ a designatedfrequencyfrom a designateddipole, The outputcircuit
ii_,' " .'.l,l shall hold the sampled value for one frame time of 3.2 s with less t.,._ _,_.,._. _..: than 3 percent droop.(13) The Rx shall operate over the temperature range of 0°F to 70OF ' _
," ,, "_._" ,,._.i with the typical temperature antici_:ated t_ be 40°F to 50°F. In no
•_,,_. ,_._'_ ;,-" one experimental run is the temperature variation expected to exceedI
,,..: ......; • ,IOOF.
I
_.p_ ,, ':..'. i (14) The receiver electronic circuitry shall be protected by conformal
' _ " coating against a high humidity environment.
s
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(15) Rx testing shall include but not necessarily belimited to the following: ,
(a) A!l modules shall undergo temperature testing.
(b) The entire FEM package shall undergo temperature testing
from 0°F to 80°F.
(c) Final acceptance test shall be of an engiheering nature with
data recorded by engineering memo.
Raytheon, working in cooperation with LSE, completed construction and
"' testing of the FE_I and delivered the hardware to MIT on 29 June 1971.
5.3 Athabasca Trip
Following logistic preparations in May and June, the SEP FEM with supporting
test equipment arrived at the field test site on the Athabasca glacier, Alberta, Canada
on 8 July 1971.
Tests and final design of the transmitting antenna were conducted from 10
July tb-ough 20 July, the final 'glacier t configuration transmitting antenna being de-
ployed on 18 July. Trial runs with the complete field test equipment started on 15
July.
The dataacquisitionsystem arrived atthe testsiteon 20 July. After cor-
rectionof some electrical malfunctions in the tape recorder, program debugging,
and the formulation of some new programs, this system was in full operation by
2 August using the data collected in the preliminary traverses.
The objectives of the glacier tests were:
(1) To confirm the experiment configuration under lunar equivalent
conditions.
(2) To provide a rigorous check of the experiment hardware.
(3) To provide real data as a basis for development of data reduction
hardware and software. _ :
(4) To provide a backlog of baseline data under known conditions as an ._
aid to the scientific eTaluation and interpretation of the ultimate
lunar data.
All of these objectives were met. The experiment configuration proved to _.
be satisfactory with the single exception th_tthe data sampling rate was t.,_ low.
iThe hardware performed well with the single exception of an electrical difficulty inthe synchronizing section of the receiver. A first model of the data reductionhardware was e_nployed at the test site and was able to produce graphical output ofabout 10 perce_lt of the data prior to the end of the field trip. A backlog 0¢ 75 data
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runs was collected on magnetic tape to provide a set of baseline data representative
of the different topographic configurations available on the Athabasca glacier.
All planned tests were accomplished with the single exception of the compar-
, ative signal-to-noise ratio tests. Refurbishment of the'noise' receiver required
; for these tests was not completed so the equipment was not shipped to the test site.
Comparison of data derived from different transmitting antennas includinga resonant half-wave dipole, a loaded dipole, a single trapped antenna, and the full
set of orthogonal trapped antennas, showed no important differences. The patterns
observed when using the orthogonal trapped set were similar to those observed when
- using the more elemental radiators.
The 'glacier' trapped antennas, designed after measurement of the actual
_, effective dielectric constant of the glacial surface, gave very good results through-
out July and most of August. Toward the end of August the radiated power decreased
by two or three decibels; this was probably caused by the lower average tempereture
and the concomitavt reduction in the amount of free water present on the glacier. If
the field trials had been extended by another week or two it probably would have been
desirable to re-optimize the antenna trap placement.
\ Additional co-linear wires were extended from the orthogonal trapped antenna
set to simulate the effect of deploying the lunar geophone experiment in the vicinity
of the SEP transmitter. The chart recorder data available in real time showed no
deleterious effects; this was confirmed subsequently by a more complete printout
_ of the data recorded on magnetic tape.
" The transmitting antenna set was deployed a total of eleven times at eight
different transmitting sites; deployment lines were selected by eyeball estimation
of straight lines and r:ght angles relative to marker flags placed at the ends of the
' first three deployed ieg_ _bsequent accurate surveying of the deployed anternas
showed a worst-ca_e placement error of 2°. Field test personnel recommended e
, strongly that the lunar equipment include flags or other marke,'s to be deployed at
". ,
? the ends of the first three deployed legs as an aid in antenna placement. ,
,, Tests were run with one leg of the transmitting antenna deliberately displaced
_: !!i by 20°, with the two antennas non-orthogonal by 10°, and with the entire transmit- -
: ttng antenna set rotated by 20°. Real time chart recorder data showed no deleteri- '
., _;_ ous effect from these displacements.
"_' The 'copper pipe' FEM receiving antenna was used throughout most of the _ ,
• ._ field trial period_ this proved quite satisfactory. The lightweight lunar receiving ,
antenna waw used for about one week. Test data was compal.able with the two
, antennas but, as expected, the lightweight antenna was unable to withstand the rigors
of use o_ the glacier.
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_._, Overall test results, together with a re-appraisal of LRV performance
based on the Apollo 15 experience, showed the need for a substantial increase in° s mpling rate at the higher experiment frequencies. A new s mpling format was
proposed to meet this need. The format was eventually adopted and included ir
_: subsequent models of the SEP equipment.
._ The only electrical problem occurring in the experiment hardware was inthe receiver synchronization. With signal strengtt._ in the order of 30 to 40 dB
above the noise floor, the receiver cycled between mode 1, the acquisition mode,
' and mode 2, the locked mode. This discrepancy did not prevent the collection of
• 3'
data, so the problem was not investigated in detail at the field test site, Later '
laboratory investigation revealed an electrical design error that was corrected in
":", both the FEM and later models.
%
The field trip gave evidence that ten samples per interference wavelength
would be necessary to define adequately the very sharp nulls being observed. Ex-
perience with Apollo 15's LRV indicated it could operate comfortably at speeds of
• 10 km/h. To get this much data, certain restrictions would have to be placed on LRV
operations, or the data format would have to be changed, or both. With no change in
x. the format or frame time, the LRV speed would have to be limited to 1.05 km/h for
the first 20 wavelengths dist: _ce.
A number of possible approaches were proposed:
(1) Format modification that would produce a constant number of data
points per wavelength for any speed (increases allowable LRV speed
• • • by factor of 4, but records a larger number of "blanks" at 1o_
,-,:. ranges).
. (2) Eliminate the 32-MHz frequency and double the rate at 16 MHz (in- .
crease by factor of 4).
: (3) Eliminate one transmit dipole;retainallfrequencies(doublesallow-
"". ableLRV speed).
• ' t
(4) Eliminate one transmit dipole and the 32-MHz frequency (increase
, :" _"' by factor of 4). _ i
: ":_' % I {
" . (5) Halve the dwell time at each frequency to 200 ms (doublesallowable
"r "i: ':_ " LRV speed).
" ;: ._"_ (6) Impose operational constraints on the LRV. (Although such constraints .!
: -,_ Can be shown to be minimal under several reasonable experimental !' conditions, operational constraints were never exhaos_lvely deliberated. )
Eventually. a combination of proposed approaches (l) and (5) was chosen,
and a redo_ Ine1._dlng the ,,,eec_dln_ t,f nsv!sation data as well as the chanfe in
timing forrnst was suthorLzed by CCA #I.
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"_ 5.4 Juneau Icefields Trip
o A second glacier field test was conducted during June and July of 1972 on the
Taku glacier in the Juneau Icefield, Alaska. The FEM was refurbished and used for
_• the collection of scientific data to aid in relating SEP data to glacier and lunar sur-
_ face electrical properties and morphology. A field-site data reduction system pro-
vided quick-look capability and was used in guiding the selection of traverses. The
equipment functioned satisfactorily.
During this field trip on 4 July, a one-day end-to-end test of the prototype
transmitter and receiver was also performed. Special containers were constructed
3 for weather protection of the two units and associated battery packs which were used
to power them, plus an external tape recorder. The receiver was transported along
_; the traverses on a Cushman trackster.
; The prototype test was desirable because of the major changes in hardware
and data format that had occurred after the FEM had been constructed. The proto-
type was very nearly flight configuration, so that the test was considered to be a
* valid simulation of the lunar experiment.
During the prototype tests, 20 traverses were made over tracks previously
o.
surveyed with the FEM0 mostly over deep ice. The external tape recorder was
inoperative during most of these tests, but the DSEA tape recorder recorded valid
data throughout.
• This exercise of the prototype was valuable in providing confidence in the ,
. _ soundness of the hardware design.
Also, on the Juneau icefields, the results of the field trials provided a bank
of scientific data and insight into operational requirements, and the satisfactory
;
, • " functioning of the hardware indicated no need for any further hardware design changes.
5.5 EMI Testing #
Because of their importance, EMI and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
,,_" tests were accorded continuing attention and were conducted as a series of progres-
': sively more sophisticated tests throughout the program, first to establish SEP de-
: ' .;/,_ sign parameters and later to determine functioning compatibility bilaterally with the
_,,:, LRV, the astronaut equipment, and other experiments.
.... ',. _ CSDL had prepared an EMI test receiver as a part of the study phase, and -
_, ,_,+ this equipment was used at JSC and at KSC as part of the formal LRV EMI testing.
° _ , Coordinated testing on the Apollo 15 LRV at JSC started in March 1971. As a re-
• _ .. _ suit. because of the existence Of a potential problem caused by the proximity of the
_ SEP receiver loop antenna and the _stronaut communications radio antenna, which
i might overload the SEP receiver front end staires during astronaut transmission
]
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i at 250 MHz, a three-section low-pass filter with cut-off at 50 MHz was intro-. , duced in the RF section of the SEP receiver.
In addition, the SEP engineering prototype was used at KSC, with the filter
r incorporated, for comprehensive SEP/LRV EMI/EMC tests from 28 October to
1 November 1971 under a controlled set of experiment conditions.
5.6 Vibration 'resting
_.' \ The SEP vibration testing program itself did not differ from standard testing
•=. sufficiently to warrant detailed discussion, but the uncertainties concerning the
launch/boost dynamic environment and the early completion of the mechanical de-
sign dictated by the extremely tight schedule combined to cause a time-consuming
, ,.','
,,; series of engineering meetings whose purpose was to find a solution to the problem.
The problem arose in May 1971 when it was reported that the structural
dynamic characteristics during launch and boost might be approximately double the
value originally specified for the experiment vibration qualification level. At this
=- time the SEP experiment structural design had been completed, deliberately de=
signed for minimum weight, with marginally positive design margin. It was feared
that imposition of the pew vibration load would result in negative design margins on
several specific structural items. A redesign would require new structural anal=
yses with attendant lost time and a probable increase in weight of the equipment at
a large dollar cost, The new level exceeded the qualified limit for the DSEA, as
%
well as exceeding the receiver and transmitter design limits,
• By August, it became apparer,': that the higher levels would have to bt _.et,
but it still was not known whethe_ the SEP components and structure as then de-
; signedcould surviveunder the new environment. MIT and Raytheon _ogetherrecom-
' " mended the following approach:
(1) Instead of imposing new vibration specification as a revised de- t
•, . 3ign environment ann lOt a revised qualification requirement, the
"'' ; new level should be inco, porated as an adaitional added-scope test
_: to be performed on the compatibility unit during the informal pre-
:. _..._ qualification test. The plan would be to conduct the pre-qualification
test to the original environments as currently planned, and after
:...." ',, :. successfully meeting these environments, the compatibility unit i
'.... _:- would then be exposed to the new vibration profile plus a 30 percent ,
"" :, e_:' margin as an additional test.
, ' >
• ': (2) Should the SEP equipment successfully survive the added vibration test. ,
k
N _
then this result would be interpreted as a high-confidence demonstration
that the qualification and flight units would survive this level, and
:: 81
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_ therefore Raytheon would at that time agree to have he requirement
'_ for formal qualnlcationtestingchanged to add the new vibrationlevel
•, test (without the 1.3 margin) as an extra test for the qualification
" _ testprogram.
(3) Should theunit fail the new vibration pre-qualification test, having
passed the original environmental test, then MIT and NASA would havethe choice of either suitable redesign of the SEP to the new level, or
modification of the pallet to reduce the input vibration to the old profile,plus refurbishment of the failed compatibility unit.
The SEP compatibility model (transmitter and receiver) was subjected to a
test program (December 1971-February 1972) in accordance with the requirements
' of this approach. In addition to the purpose of verifying the ability of the SEP design
: " to structurally and functionally survive vibration, the additional purposes of this test
were to determine acceptable vibration qualification levels and to develop confidence
in the GFE tape recorder performance during and after appropriate mission data
collection phases.
v
Based upon the performance of the SEP compatibility model, the following
\ conclusions were drawn from the tests performed:
(1) The structures and functions of both the receiver and transmitter
successfully survived all the dynamic environments including the
overstress envelope profile of 16.2-grins wideband level.
it
Electrical malfunctions of both transmitter and receiver
' occurred after the envelope profile test of 13.6-grins wideband level.
. These malfunctions, frequency shifts of receiver filter and opening
of a capacitor lead in both transmitter and receiver, were such that
, ' .... experiment sci_mtific function at lunar base would have been only
slightly degraded or distorted, but not aborted. A mechanical re-
. , _ design ccrrected the possibility of recurrence.
]
-", _ : (21 Based upon the results of this testing, the acceptable qualification
: .[ vibration levels were those at the higher level.
I'"_"" (3) The performance of the GFE tape recorder was evaluated in gross
_:_ .: terms. It was determined that the tape transport did function during
:. ._ .: thistestand thatdatawas storedon _e tape.
..':. ,_'-o_ ,: Thus, by exercising some flexibility in the interpretation of the contract
i:" "" ' requirements, it was possible to arrive at a change in specification without neces-
:_ . . .! sitating an equipment redesign which might have had a serious effect on the hard-
_ ware schedule and cost.
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{5.7 Thermal Vacuum Testing
.. Early program, testingwas performed on a
inthe thermal-vacuum thermal
• mockup atArthur D. LittleinCambridge, Mass. because no facilitywas available
at Raytheon. These testsverifiedthe designand gave no evidence of the problems
:" ' which were uncovered laterduring qualificationtestingof the oualificationmodel
at Chamber D, Building33 ofJSC. Itisto be notedthatthere are no facilitiesin
the USA where testingwith simulatedlunar dust conditionscan be performed in a
thermal vacuum chamber.
• Constraints on the thermal environment of the transmitter were not as re-
strictive as those which were imposed on the receiver because of the DSEA.
•_' At Chamber D, the transmitter was tested and found to run about 15-20°F
_4
' hotter than predicted, but this was not a matter of concern because the equipment
was still well below the upper temperature limit at which it would perform satis-
i factorily.
"I The qualificationmodel receiver arrived at JSC for the qualificationteston
! 11 October 1972, with evidence that it had been dropped, sustaining a shock in
! transit. Testing startedwithina week and iscommented on here because of :he
i major effort involved, the char, ges which were dictated in configuration, and thepotential impact on schedule. During t e first series of tests the temperature
! seemed to be about 30°F above that expected, and it was believed that this was|
• | caused by large instrumentation cables producing heat leaks. By 19 October, it
. _ was thought that the solar illumination of these cables and conductive flow to them
from the simulated lunar surface were producing the problem, so testing was ached*
'i uled to continue over the weekend. The cables were thermally isolated, the load
" i ring and T-structure were checked for thermal shorts, the OSR installation was
: ] checked, and thermocouples were installed to check gradients in the cables. Re-
testing began on 23 October, and again the results were disappointing. The temper- I
":,., ' " . ature rose as expected, but with a 30°F positive offset during a simulation of the
'" _' ; "' Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) #2 cold run, and during a simulation of EVA #3, the
,: .' temperature rose at twice the predicted rate. These qualification tests had now
:/ ,-_,,_ • _ taken on the character of mission simulations.
,,'., t On 1 November, the receiver was insl_cted, and R was found that there
_ '' were five sheared rivets, apparently the result of the _tlpping shock. No valid
,' ,, .... reamon could be proposed for the high temperature, and suspicion of ta_k contains
'_ _ , . tnatlon caused by sputtered paint from a preceding test was voiced. The suspicion
" _ was that there was stray infrared (IR) input to the apparatus which could possibly have
come from the bolar mirror.
!
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: Modification kits were prepared for the two flight units and one trainer,
! 'i consisting of:' (I) Portion of navigation data cable wrapped with 0.25 rail aluminumKapton tape, transferred adhesive and then wrapped.
i (2) Two corner torque tubes covered with aluminum tape.
i (3) Lower LRV mount with tape.
covered aluminum
. ] (4) Portion of navigation data cable wrapped with multilayer insulation.
' , (5) Top surface of load ring covered with tape.
t
- i (6) Antenna wire leads covered with multilayer insulation and tape.
_ (7) Four pallet mounts insulated.
' (8) New thermal blanket installed.
'" (9) An "improved view factor kit" installed.
(10) A and B edge protection provided.
(11) Ten-layer, 0.25 rail insulation added to the bottom box edges.
X (12) Flap over side closure installed.
(13) The pallet attachment points were not insulated.
In addition, radiometers were installed near the corner of the receiver and
in other locations in the chamber.
, _ With these modificalions, the testing was again performed. Results didnot
match predictions throughout the test, but during the first cool-down and heat-up
i there was correlation, and during the second cool-down and heat-up the observed
" I temperature was 12°F lower than that predicted. It was decided that the equipment, ', • _
_ as modified with added insulation and tape, was qualified for lunar use, and an IR
, I
survey of chamber D was planned following MIT release of the chamber. The
" _ flight unit was turned over to Grumman for stowing on 28 November.
,_, %#,
I
I
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SECTION 6
i LUNAR MISSION PERFORMANCE
t
" The SEP experiment was transported to the r oon on Apollo 17, lifting off
at 12:33 a.m. EST on 7 December 1972. Apollo 17 was commanded by Navy
• Captain Eugene A. Cernan, with Navy. Commander Ronald E. Evans, command
module pilot, and Dr. Harrison B. Schmitt, civilian scientist-astronaut, lunar
module pilot.
The lunar landing site was a Combination of mountainous highlands and
lowland valley designated Taur.:_-[ irtrow, about 20 ° north and 30° east of the
center of the moon as viewed from earth. It was just beyond the southeast edge
t
of Mare Serenitatis, or._ of the largest lunar mascons, with steep-sided light-
colored 7000-it mountains dominating the lurain. Dark-colored non-mare mate-
rial filled the valley, an_ a rocksllde from one of the mountains covered the
valley floor near the landing site.
Figure 6-1 is a photograph of the Taurus Mountains and the Llttrow Crater
' area, _lth the area of the landing site indicated within the outlined portion.
Figure 6-2 is a high-resolution 4-cm radar map {courtesy of Dr. Stanley
; Zisk, Haystack Observatory) of the easterly edge of Mare Serenltatis including
'. the Taurus Mountains and the Littrow Crater.
$
Figure 6-3 is an artist's perspective of the area and the traverses made
"..'* by the astronauts durin_ the Apollo 17 lunar mission.
The SEP experiment transmitter and receiver were deployed during the
", first EVA but were not put into operation untll the second and third EVAs on 12
:: and 13 December. The photograph of Fig. 6-4 showsthe astronaut deploying the i
_ , transmitter. A portion of one leg of the dipole antenna is visible in the fore-
ground. Figure 8-5 shows the transmitter in the center background, and the
*_ receiver with its tri-loop antenna is visible on the LRV. The tttlr_1 lunar photo-
., graph, Fig. 8-6, shows another view of the deployed transnfltter, with the solar
** panel opened and facing the camera. A portion of one d/pole is visible in tho
rut of the LRV wheel track in the foreground, and another dipole lee can be
seen extending to the left of the transmitter.
i
i J !
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Figure $-1. Taurus-Llttrow lnnd',ng site.
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Figure 6-2. Radar view of Taurus-Littrow.
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Figure 6-4. Lunar deployment of the transmitter.
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/Figure 6-5. SEP on the moon.
90 "
' Figure 6-6. SEP transmittez with antenna deployed on the moon. .
{ _'i'
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During the deployment, itwas found thatdespitespade tipson the trans-
mitterlegs, the transmitterslidhorizontallywhen the antenna wires were pulled.
Also, the levelingof the transmitterrequired more grindingofthelegs intothe
surfacethan was expected. A questionwas raisedas to whether the legs were
fullylocked. The transmitterseemed unstable. Initially,the solarpanels would
not liefiat,but eventuallyflattenedout. There was at leastone spillof the trans-
mitter antennawire from the reel, requiring hat the separable lanyardused in
deployingthe wire from thatreelbe opened tountanglethe wire. None ofthese
problems contributedto any equipment malfunction,althoughthey were annoying.
Transmitter deployment was completed withinthe allocatedtime.
Unexpected extremely dusty conditionsatthelandingsitewere aggravated
by a broken ri¢htrear fenderon the LRV, adjacentto the SEP receiver location.
The receiver had been mounted on the LRV beforethe firstEVA, but was leftin
the standbymode for the traverse. Itwas covered by dustthrown up by the right
rear wheel, as were the astronauts,duringthe traverse. The SEP receiverheat
radiatorswere covered by flapsduringthe firstEVA, and the receiver temperature
rose only 5 degrees, from 40°F to 45°F, as expected.
At the end of the firstEVA, when the crew opened the covering flapsand
brushed the receiver radiatorto clean itpriorto cool-down, they experienced
difficultyinbrushing the dust from the OSRs on the receiverbecause of the heavy
accumulationboth on the receiver and on theirhelmets (impairingtheirvision).
• Preliminary evaluationwas thatthe smeared dustcould have been a basic cause
ofthermal controlproblems which laterdeveloped intoan experiment hazard.
i The expected cool-down from 45°F to 28°F withthe radiatoruncovered
' duringthe rest periodbetween the firstand second EVAs did not occur. Instead,
thetemperature rose to 80°F. Sincethe receiver had been designed withan upper
thermostatic cut-off temperature of 115°F to prevent degradation of the DSEA , t
i tape, most of the operating temperature margin was used up during the cool-down
period. During the dusting operation, it was sdso discovered that one of the Velcro ' .T pads used to fasten the radiator cover flaps to the receiver thermal blanket had
pulled loose. The cause has not yet been determined. The material used for the
! flap hold-down was NOMEX HI-AIR with Pre-Coat 1 in. hook #65 tape 0327 (100-066-017-0327AB) and NOMEX HI-AIR with Pre-Coat 1 in. pile - 2000 tape 0327
(100-003-017-0327AB). The adhesive _as Adhesive Polyurethane FR-127A and B
by Velcro.
In spite of the environmental problems encountered during the operation of I
the experiment, a valuable body of data was collected and returned to earth. At
the beginning of the second EVA, the transmitter was turned on, and then the
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receiver was operated on the west-bound traverse from the transmitter site to °
Station it the base of South Massif. This operation yielded about 77 minutes of
good clean data from the 7.7-kin traverse. At Station 2, the receiver was turned
,?
, off, and the flaps were opened to 9ol down from the 105°F temperature as read
on the receiver thermometer. On leaving Station 2, the thermometer read 98°F,
"_ but it was up to 104°F on arrival at Station 3, 2.9 km away, indicating a dusty
radiator inadequately covered. At Station 3, the temperature dropped to 100°F
but was up to 102°F on arrival at Station 4. The receiver was turned on for the
short runs from Station 4 to Station 5, and from Station 5 back to the LRV. About1
25 minutes of recorded data resulted from this final series, apparently being cut
off by the protective thermostat just short of Station 5. This data has numerous
dropouts, probably caused by tape degradation at elevated temperatures. The
i receiver was in mode 2, and properly synchronized to a range of about 2.5 km
:nd then switched to mode 1, about as expected.
* EVA 3 started with a receiver temperature indication of 102°F, which rose
to ll0°F when Station 6 was reached at the end of the 5.0-kin run north from the
transmitter site to North Massif. This led to the expectation of a good data re-
: cording on this run, but it developed that the receiver had not been turned on, so
no data was recorded, and the temperature increase could be attributed to a dusty
radiator surface inadequately covered. No further operation of the receiver was
attempted on this final EVA and the astronauts gave up trying to clean the radiator.
At Station 9, the temperature read 123°F. and theastronauts were directed to
retrieve the DSEA. Station 10 was bypassed, and the transmitter was turned off
i at 23:19 CST.
.} '
t
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i SECTION 7
i ITEMIZED DEVELOPMENT EVENTS
The purpose of this section of the report is to summarize the tasks per-
formed in the of each item of It is also in-accomplishing delivery equipment.
tended to record the contract changes which occurred as problems were uncovered
and the decisions made to solve them. These events had a profound effect on
delivery schedules as originally proposed, but ingenious work-around manipu-
lation of the hardware usage and cooperative management enabled the finished
:, experiment to be placed on the moon.
7.1 Deliverable Hardware
The hardware items to be delivered were:
Quantity Iten..._._l Original Delivery Date
1 Interface mockup 8 / 1/ 71
_, 1 Training mockup 9/1/71
i 1 Prototype After all field testing
1 Flight unit 2/13/72
1 Flight unit 4 / 1 / 72
1 Qualification unit 2 / 1/ 72
1 GSE With compatibility unit
1 GSE With qualification unit
.: 1 GSE With first flight unit
1 Compatibility unit 12 / 1/ 71
, Other hardware items which were constructedeitheras normal develop-
,' ment productsor for specialtestsand experiments included:
"': " ,' .I (I) FEM for glaciertests
..... (2) Thermal structuralmockup
: (3) Transmitter articulation mockup
(4) DSEA recovery and interface mockup
(5) Spare receiver trainingmockup
PRF-L:,HDINGPAGE BLA_K NOT FIL_:L'D
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The history of problems, uses, and events of note for each of +he deliverable
hardware items is summarized below:
(1) Interface mockup. Design and fabrication was initiated in April
1971. During June, fabrication was placed on hold to permit in-
, corporation of changes expected from izfformation to be gained from
: the prototype design. Fabrication was completed in August, but
; some discrepancies with the ICD were present, for which waivers
_" (002-006} were requested. The mockup was placed in a bonded
warehouse in August to await waiver disposition. Waivers were
_ accepted and delivery was made on 14 October 1971.
(2) Training mockup. Production of this mockup had started in April
1971, but in Julyfabricationwas deliberatelyslowed down to pro-¢
I videforthe inclusionof changes suggestedby the astronautswhenthe articulationmockup was exercisedon 6 July. Suggestionsby
,_¢ the flight crew included re-orientation of the transmitter leg re-
lease PTP pins, provision for the prevention of the possibility of
_ picking up two transmitter antenna reels simultaneously, and the
: operational use of the solar panel to determine dipole orthogonality,
rather than sighting on the legs. In August, a new design of the
receiver antennawas proposed, and some weight-reductionproposals
•_ caused mechanical changes thathad to be incorporated. The re-
: ceiver case supplied by a vendor was found to be 1/8 in. too large,
requiringa revisionto the assembly procedures. The transmitter
base required re-work, and the fabrication of both antennas was
still a problem. The adhesive specified for fastening Velcro flaps
to the thermal blankets did not bond satisfactorily, so the order
i
for blankets was purposely delayed. The equipment was finally
delivered, after acceptance on 21 October 1971, with four minor I
waivers, and shipped to JSC on 22 October. A suited test of trans-
mitter deployment was heldon I0 November. resultingin several
suggestionsfor modification. The major update ofthe equipment
was made in February and March 1972, including a n_w case elec-
tronics assembly, navigation data cable stowage bag, cabling, trans- i
mitrer chassis and legs, load ring, LRV monitoring brackets, and a
new antenna outer-mast assembly. After further updating in April
and a flight crew exercise in June, the units were again refurbished
to include a new receiver antenna with double lanyard and a corn-
plete new spare receiver training model.
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2,
_, (3) Prototype unit. Design of this unit was started in April 1971. By
_ June, all circuit boards had been fabricated, but transmitter oscil-
. lators and clocks were not available. In July, the structural design
" was changed to incorporatemodificationsissuingfrom testswith
' the articulation mockup and proposed weight reduction. It was pro-
_, posed that this unit be modified so that it could be used for glacier
testing, but since this would have been added scope to the contract,
this work was held in abeyance. In August the change in design of
' the receiver antenna and the transmitterbase introduceddelay into
the fabrication.Two printedcircuitboards were redesigned. Acriticalproblem developed inthe fabricationof the receiver case,
and Raytheon made the case themselves, using soft tooling. GSE #1
was used for checkout and integrationtestingon the transmitterand
receiver which had been fabricatedby September. The transmitter• was satisfactory, but the receiver and the GSE for the receiver both
had problems. The experience with the prototype fabrication and
assembly procedures resultedin several significantdesignimprove-
ments being incorporatedintothe released design. The transmitter •
_ antenna traps were encapsulated and temperature tested from -200°F
to _200°F, showing a center frequency stability of 0.5% (satisfactory).
The thermal blankets were kept on hold, searching for a solution to
the Velcro adhesive peeling problem.
. The units had been assembled using commercial solderingtech-
niques rather than the NASA standards. Acceptance testing of the
prototype unit was Interrupted to send the unit to KSC on 21 October
to support Apollo 16 compatibility and EMI tests from 26 October to
1 November. The unit was returned to Raytheon on 3 November and
acceptance testing was resumed 10 November. In the interim the t
receiver antenna was improved and the Velcro bonding was changed.
On 15 November acceptance testing was again halted in order to
follow the re-design direction of CCA #I. Changes which resulted
from the EMI tests (lowering the receiver antenna, adding a tem-
perature indicator) were also incorporated. On completion, the
prototype was used during July 1972 on the Alaska glacier trip, and
acceptance of the unit by the government was changed to "as-is" con- -
figuration after all testing. Acceptance by MIT took place on 11
January 1973.
(4) Two flight units (S/N0O3. 004). Fabrication and assembly of these
units proceeded slowly, without major problems, since the many !_
y
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design changes were tried and tested in other units before incor-
poration. Sell-off of both transmitters occurred in late June 1972,
and the receivers were delivered in early .July 1972.
(5) Qualification unit (S/N002). All material had been ordered for this
unit by September 1971, but fabrication of the transmitter was not
completed until March 1972. The transmitter was delivered on 14
April 1972, after a complete CARR/QTRR. The transmitter then
was subjected successfully to qualification testing at Raytheonts
environmental facility (short of thermal-vacuum testing). It was
shipped to 5SC and used in Chamber D for thermal-vacuum testing
starting 15 June 1972, and concluded 29 June 1972. The receiver
delivery was delayed even more because of problems in procuring
the case, and it was finally delivered on 13 September 1972.
(6) Three GSE units. Plans for the location anduse of the GSE equip-
ment were changed frequently as circumstances dictated• and the
eventual logistics became:
(a) GSE unit #1. This unit was used in August and September
1971 for checkout and integration testing of the prototype unit.
It was redesigned in September and kept at Sudbury for proto-
type acceptance tests. These tests disclosed deficiencies.
In December, the unit was redesigned to handle requirements
of CCA #1. In April 1972, the modification was completed,
and the unit was sold in July for use at Waltham and later
shipment to JSC in Houston.
£o) GSE unit #2. This was ready for operation in October 1971,
and in November it was transferred to Waltham for checkout
and integration testing of the compatibility unit and the flight t
unit acceptance tests. In May 1972, the modifications required
by CCA # 1 were completed and the unit was accepted on May 23.
The unit was sent to KSC on July 5. 1972.
b
i (c) GSE unit #3. Th/8 unit was in operational read/hess by December !
q 1971. CCA #I modifications were not Incorporated/n tb./s unit.
Its acceptance test was completed in January 1972. acceptance
' was 9 February 1972, and on 6 March it was transferred to
Waltham for use with the qualification model transmitter.
(7) Compatibilit,/model (S/N001). Fabrication and assembly was initi-
ally delayed by the late release of the antenna designs. CiTstal oscil-
lators were also a gat/ng item. Fabrlcstion of th/s unit d/sclosed
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°'_" the need for enhanced thermal bonding between *.he oscillator case *
-" and its mounting surface, CCA #1 imposed a requirement for special
_' vibration testing, which was started in December 1971 on the com-
et
:. pleted transmitter. These tests were completed in February 1972.
i The transmitter was accepted 14 April 1972 (as is).
7.2 Contract Changes
_ The contract change authorizations (CCAs) by JSC are lis,;ed below:
Date CCA ECP
_ Authorized Number Number Subject
i 11 / 15 / 71 1 8 Launch vibration analysis
11 Timing data format evaluation
i 15 Navigation data evaluation
26 Receiver/LRV, connectingcabling
_' and packaging
'_ 27 Additionalvibrationtestsand repair
of compatibility model
43 Modify GSE for navigation data
45 Navigation data re-work
3/1/72 2 3 Receiver, RF filter
3 / 13 / 72 3 - Delete battery charger from GSE
3/13/72 4 5 LRV EMI tests, add 2 flight batteries ,
,i 3/13/72 5 6 Spare FEM antenna
3/13/72 6 12 Support LRV EMI tests
2/22/72 7 17 Add DSEA switch
3 / 22 / 72 8 24 LRV mechanical interface redesign
' 4 / 18 / 72 9 35 Thermal analysis
, 6 / 8/72 10 33 Receiver temperature indicator I
• t
7/11/72 11 16 Check-out and refurbish FEM
19 Modify transmitter antenna reels ,
! 22 Spare transmitter, handles for training '
mockup
i 34 Update training mockup
36 Redesign transmitter antenna reel handles i
i 8/25 / 72 12 - Delete DSEA heater
t 9/1/72 13 20 Screening of 54L integrated circuits
!
9/1/72 14 28 Repair DSEA power supply
t
9/I/72 15 29 DSEA vibration tapes _ ,
9/1/72 16 4 Leach subcontract on DSEA
! 9/I / 72 17 42 Parametric thermal analysis
44 Expanded thermal analysis
I0/27/72 18 48 Lanyard. Velcro. and tape i
12/5/72 19 - Cancel CCA #17 i|
" i
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• The following engineering change proposals (ECPs) were made, and work was ,
:; performed according to the proposals made in most of them, but they were never
formalized into CCAs. Instead, a package negotiation was conducted on 17 May 1973,
and they were incorporated as part of the work performed. It is recognized tha _ _b_
procedure should not normally be followed, but the extremely short time ava_,_;:le
for the development of the SEP experiment forced the contractor and the major sub-
contractors to work ahead on a calculated risk basis to prevent serious schedule
delays. Some of the following were considered to be in-scope:
..)ate ECP
Proposed Number Subject
2/22/72 7 .=st MIT EMI antenna
12/21/71 9 Test DSEA
11/18 / 71 10 Receiver thermal design
12 / 21 / 71 14 Transmitter the rmal analysis, no legs
4/18/72 21 Acceptance vibration test, antenna
deployed
3/ 23 / 72 25 Glacier antenna analysis (computer)
12/8/72 30 Design studies to modify receiver
8 / 7 / 72 32 Integrated system test
7/27/72 37 Raytheon portion of CCA #16
12 / 8/ 72 38 Hardware support to prototype tests
• 8/7/72 39 Pre-fl'ght support program
8 / 11 / 72 41 Prepare sl:pplemental manual
12 / 8 / 72 47 Additional thermal analysis
12 / 8 / 72 48 EVA technical standby
The following ECPs were withdrawn, cancelled, or dropped:
ECP Subject nNumber
'+ IS Outline drawings ,
18 Operating indicator
23 Translunar transmitter thermal analysis _,
31 Glacier test support
, 40 Prototype hardware
ECP #I and #2 were mod//Icaflons to the configuration plan wh/ch had no
effect on the contract.
100
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SECTION 8
CONCI .USIONS AND R ECOMMENDAT IONS
Participants in the MIT SEI' program were pleased to have their effort
t result in the use of the SEI' hardware for lunar exploration. It is unfortunate thatr d ction in the Apollo effort and the cessation of manr.,,d lunar missions resulted
in the equipment being used only _,n the terminal flight, th_2s denyinf_ the opportunity
for future manned investigations to take advantage of the valuable experience gained.
The scientific results of the analysis of the data collected by the Apollo 17 astronauts
will be discussed in Part 2 of this Final Report, due from the principal investigator
after the analysis is completed,
_. Preliminary quick-look analyses, and results of the development studies,
indicate that the SEe technique permits sub-surface exploration '.o depths greater
i than those achievable b_ drilling, and with greater resolution than ir possible with
seismic techniques. This _uggests that experiments similar to SEI' are feasible
and could be conducted with unmanned vehicles, not only for further lunar explora-
tion, but for exploration of other planetary surfaces as well. Perhaps this could be
accomplished by an international cooperative space effort. Another intri_51ing pos-
sibility is exploration of certain parts of the earth's surface with modified SEI'
equipment.
There are a few recommendations cnncernin_ _ .,rdware development that
M IT offers for consideration should these follow-on experiments, or a resumption I
of manned lunar flights be undertaken.
(1) The environments in which the equipment must survive and operate
need precise definition. With SEP. many anxiety-filled days occurred
because of uncertainties with regard to vibration levels, dust condi- t
tions, and thermal environment. Specification of these parameters
affects the test equipment design and test programs. The test en-
vironment should match the expected actual environment, and analysis
of the matching of the simulated to the actual environment, should
lead to confidence in the test results. In the testing of the SEP hard-
ware, the disparity of test results from two different thermal chambers
I01
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(Arthur D. Little in Cambridge, 5{ass.. and chamber D of JSC)
required compromise and manipulation of calculations and assump-
tions, with resultant last-minute hardware modifications.
As a specific example of this uncertainty, consider some
typical deliberations occurring durin_ the qualificat:on testing at
: chamber D. This series of tests was performed during the last
: two weeks of October and the first two weeks of November, 1972.
On November 7, duringthe analysisof a testrun, an effortwas
: made to match the test results to calculated results. To achieve
a reasonable matcb, the following changes in assumed character-
isti',s were m,,,de:
(a) The solar constant was increased from 443 BTU/ft 2 to 500
BTU/ft2,- to account for stray radiation in the tank.
(b) The heat leakage of a new navigation data cable was assumed
to be double that of the old cable because added insolation
caused the cable to heat up.
{c) The thermal conductanceof the bag on the sun sideand on
the top, was assumed to be degraded by a factorof ten.
(d) The IR input from the top of the tank and the mirror was
added by assuming a total amittance of 0.03 (mirror) ×
0.85 (OSRs).
t {e) The emittance of the walls was degraded from 1.0 to 0.9.
Since all of these assumptions had to be justified, the test program
i was extended and the confidence level was not as high as desired.
This commentary is presented to demo:mtrate the need for a better
understanding of the thermal characteristics of experimental test
chambers, and the relationship toactual environment.
! {2} In a redesign, the use of OaRs should be discouraged for equipment
that is used on a vehicle moving on the dusty lunar surface. The
i susceptibility to dust contamination, even when attended by astro-nsuts, is too great. OSRs have been kept clean by astronautJJ, lztt
!
the cleaning process exacts s cost in valuable EVA time. For SEP,
i OSRs were selected because they showed potential for reducing
; equipment weilht - of paramount/mportance during initial dealS55.
• To lenerallse on par exl_rienee, the implication is that !
adequate simulation ol the lunar surface environment in a test
chamber is a difficult problem. It must be borne in mind that the
,10:1
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objective of these tests is to guarantee proper performance in the
ultimate environment. Proper performancehas both a lower and
an upper temperature limit. Nothing in the nature of equipment
modification that is performed to adapt equipment to a test facility
environment should jeopardize operation at the oti_er limit.
OSR cooling systems have been demonstrrted to work well
in a variety of space applications, but their effectiveness is reduced
by dust accdmulation.
Mostof the sun's energy is concentrated in the visible por-
tion of the spectrum, which the OSR second surface mirrors reflect
effectively. The emissivity of t',ese mirrors is high in the infrared,
hence also is their absorptivity. The very feature that allowsOSRs
to dump heat effectively makes them susceptible to the absorption
of heat through stray infrared energy that may occur in test chambers
to a greater degree than on the moon.
All things considered, phase-transition thermal control would
have been preferable for the SEP receiver. This preference is docu-
mented •n an unpublished CSDL memo from J.H. Martin to Dr. J.W.
Meyer, dated 5 May 1971, and the arguments presented therein should
be reviewed in any redesign.
If, it-.spite of the above overall considerations, OSR control
is indicated, packaging and thermal blankets must be designed in : ,
such a way as to prevent the possibility of dust entrapment.
(3) it should be emphasized that the design shouldbe such that proper
functioning of the equipment preferably does not require astronaut
intervention.
{4) A contingencysunshade over the apparatus, eithermanually or auto-
maticallydeployed, would have been useful. _ , t
(5) The inclusion of a STANDBY position on the on-off switch requires
t
careful consideration. A loss of experiment data was experienced
during an Apollo 17 EVA because of the inclt, sion of this switch
position,and the overalloperationmight have been more satisfactory "_".
isthere had been only ON _.ndOFF positions. '
There was much discussionof theneed for an operational
indicator, Several design approaches were evolved. Indicator
reliability, cost, and schedule affected a decision to omit an indicator. _
This subject should be reviewed in light of the above experience, when
designing future hardware.
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(6) In a redesign, the possibility of a specially designed tape recorder °
should be considered. Initiadly, the SEP concept was to have each
• experiment on the LRV be an independent entity. As the designs
progressed, such items as the inclusion of navigation data on the
SEP tapes provided interconnections between some of the systems.
Thus, the concept of a radio relay to earth of the SEl'-type data,
permitting real-time evaluation of the operation, should be explored,
since this would involve the interaction of only two of the probable
systems. For space use, if direct radio-relay to earth were not
used, a lighter, temperature insensitive recorder might be designed.
• Originally, the DSEA was adapted to the SEP requirements because
of budgetary constraints. The binder for the oxide coating of avail-
able tape proved to be a contributing factor to the equipment temp-
erature limitations. Other designs could be developed, and other
data formats formulated to work around this problem. In earth
explorations, less expensive and more reliable models of tape re-
corders could be substituted.
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" INTRODUCTION
_, ,._. One of the experiments to be done on the Moon by the Apollo 17
', _, astronaut_ uses radio waves to "see" down into the Moon, possibly as
,_ _ far as a few kilometers.* We will look for layering in the Moon's
"' i rocks and soils. We will look for large boulders that are completelyburied and so hidd n entirely f om the astronauts' eyes and also
/ i from telescopes. We will even look for water although we do not
,_ _1 really expect to find any subsurface water. And finally, we will
measure the electrical properties of the Moon. We expect to study a
large portion of the landing site. Our experiment will be carried on
each traverse made during the second and third EVAs (Extra
Vehicular Activity).
The SEP experiment is extremely important for many reasons. First,
the values of the electrical properties of the Moon's outer few
kilometers of rock and soil measured in situ for the first time rnay
help interpret observations dlready made with both earth-based
radar and with bistatic radar. (For an elementary discussion of
bistatic radar and some preliminary results see On the Moon with
Apoqo 16-Guidebook to the Descartes Region, EP 95, available
from Government Printing Offi':e, Washington, D.C., $1.00.)
Secondly, SEP will provide data that are n=.eded to interpret the
observations to be made with an Apollo 17 orbital experiment, the
• Lunar Sounder. In that experiment, the times required for radio
waves to penetrate the Moon, be reflected, and return to the surface ,
i of the Moon are measured. Yet rather than times, Lunar scientists
', are really interested in depths which are obtained by the simple
' procedure of multiplying the travel times by the speed. And SEP
measures the speed with which radio waves travel in the Moon.
Thirdly, SEP will provide background data that will be useful for 0
many years. Undoubtedly, the major exploration of the other planets
as well as the continued exploration of the Moon will be done
remotely using radio waves. Thus the experience, as well as the data,
gained with SEP on the Moon, will be invaluable in the future study
i
of planets. Fourthly, we expect to learn much about the Apollo 17
: landing site. Visual observations made both by the astronauts and i
•.. with cameras are restricted to the very surface of the Moon. Yet '
'. SEP can "see" to depths of a few kilometers. Thus, SEP will extend1
_,t to depth those visual observations made at the surface. But even
more importantly, SEP can see features at depths that do not reach
the surface.
*A kilometer is about 0.6 miles. A meter is 39 inches, slightly more
than 1 yard.
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THE TECHNIQUE
" , The basic principle of SEP, interferometry, is a familiar one in
science, engineering, and technology. It involves only the interference
of two or more waves to produce a "synthetic wave". For example,
the pattern produced by the two sets of waves on the surface of
water when two pebbles are dropped into a pond at the same time,t
: but separated by a few feet, is an interference pattern (see Fig. 1).
So is the pattern produced in a bathtub by the combination of (1)
original waves caused by dropping a small object into the water and
(2) reflected waves from one side of the bathtub. A third example
from everyday life of interference phenomena is the beautiful colors
associated with a thin film of oil floating on water. Light waves
interfere, in this example, to produce the various colors.
In SEP, the waves are radio waves, similar to those used in commer-
cial radio broadcasting and in television. We use a radio transmitter
and antenna to launch a radio wave on the Moon's surface. See Fig. 2
for a view of the transmitter, Fig. 3 for one of the receiver, and
Fig. 4 for the arrangement to be used on the Moon. Part of the
energy in the wave travels in the Moon, just below the surface. Part
travels just abov___._eethe Moon's surface with the speed of light. The
part that travels beneath the surface is slower. Therefore, near the
surface of the Moon these two waves interfere to produce a wave
that is sometimes called "beat frequency wave" or a "synthetic
wave". By detecting and measuring the properties of this interference
wave, we can determine two things about the Moon: (1) the speed of
radio waves in the subsurface and (2) the ease of propagation of radio
waves in the Moon. This second property is termed attenuation and
it is determined by measuring the strength of the interference wave
at several distances from the transmitter. (Actually, these measure-
ments are made continuously and automatically as the Lunar Rover t
I moves along.)
, f
In addition to the two waves that we have discussed, another waveI
may also be present. Energy is radiated by the transmitting antenna
;_ downward into the Moon. If layers exist in the subsurface, then part
of this energy is reflected back towards the surface (path 3 in Fig. 4)
where it then interferes with the other two waves. This additional
• interference makes the analysis of the d_ta more complicated but it
also adds considerable information about the Moon's interior. This
additional complexity is small when compared with the gain in
information.
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THE EQUIPMENT
The principles on which the e_periment is based are simple. So are
the equipment concepts. Indeed the equipment is no more
complicated ,han a good quality, hi-fi FM home receiver. At the same
time, do not let us mislead you. Considerable design effort, exac :'ng ;.
controls in manufacturing, and extensive testing combine to make
this equipment extremely reliable. The environment of the Moon is
hostile not only to human life but a s,'_to equipment.
On the Moon, the astronauts will set out a small, low power trans-
mitter, sl_own in Fig. 2, and then they lay on the surface two crossed
, dipole antennas. Readers who are unfamiliar with dipoles can easily
visual;_,e them by r_alizing that the familiar TV rabbit ears, with both
i arms extended along the same line, is really just a dipole. The SEP
: dipoles are longer; they are 70 meters tip-to-tip.
i
The receiver and recaiving antennas, shown in Fig. 3, are also
, unpacked from the pallet on which they will be carried to the Moon.
The astronauts mount both on the Lunar Ro_';ng Vehicle (LRV).
, An artist's sketch of all the equipment set out on the Moon and
ready to operate is shown in Fig. 5.
" Inside the receiver, there is a tape rec.nrder that is similar to the
familiar home portable cassette tape recorder. The data are recorded
on magnetic tape. The entire tape ,er:r'rder, which incidentally carries
._ the awesome official designation of "Data Storage Electronics
i (DSEA), will be returned to Ea,'th that the data can beAssembly"
i analyzed. In addition to our SEP data, information on the Iocati::)n
and speed of the Rover, obtained from the Rover's navigation system,
are also recorded on the tape.
In addition to the preceding general description of the equipment,
some readers may desire a technical description. Those readers not
interested in the technical description should omit the rest of this
section and flip ahead to Data Interpretation.
EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION "
The six SEP frequencies are transmitted and received according to
the scheme shown in Fig. 6. One frame, which is 38.6 seconds in
duration, consists of six 6.4 second subframes that are identical
except for the receiver calibl ation and synchronization process. In
Subframe 1, for example, the receiver is calibrated at 32.1 MHz and
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Fig. 2 Astronaut Cernan, who will set up this part of SLP at; the Moon, practiced many
times on Earth. Shown here is the compact SEP transmitter with its solar panel power source
and dipole antennas deployed. The Iransmitter electronics pachage is covered on the bottom
five sides with a thermal blanket. Bec_;;se the top of the unit i.__heded by the solar panel, "_
!the uncovered surface needs only a coat of thermal paint to provide adequate cooling for the
enclosed electronics, The balance between heat lost to cold space by radiation and that
generated inside the unit by the electronics equipment is very delicate and requires careful
thermal design,
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: 16 MHz and the synchronization signal is transmitted on the N-S
dipole and received on the X antenna. In Subframe 2 the receiver is
calibrated at 8.1 MHz and 4 MHz while the synchronization signal is
transmitted on the E-W antenna and received on the Y antenna. Each
experiment frequency sequence is repeated exactly as shown in all
six subframes. Each individual experiment frequency is transmitted
:' first on the N-S antenna for 100 milliseconds and then on the E-W
antenna for 100 milliseconds. During each 100-millisecond trans-
mission interval, the receiver "looks" at the transmitted signal for a
period of 33 milliseconds with each of the three orthogonal (X,Y,Z)
receiving loops. In addition to the above, once each subframe the
receiver observes environmental noise and records its amplitude.
! ,
The receiver acquires the transmitter signal sequence automatically as
long as the signal exceeds a given threshold. Synchronization of the
i receiver is accomplished when both (or either) the 1 and 2.1 MHz
signals exceed a given threshold. A block diagram of the SEP receiver
is shown in Fig. 7.
The loop antennas are connected sequentially to a low noise! •
amplifier section which amplifies, converts (in frequency) and
logarithmically compresses the amplitude of the received signal. A
constant amplitude, variable frequency signal (in the band 300 to
3000 Hz) corresponding to the logarithm of the received signal
amplitude is recorded on magnetic tape in the DSEA. The DSEA can
• record nearly 10 hours of data. Upon completion of the experiment,
the astronaut removes the DSEA from the receiver, as indicated in
Fig. 8, for return to earth.
Signal synchronization, frequency mixing, and antenna switching,
etc., are all controlled by the timing section which is in turn crystal
controlled for stability. The entire receiver assembly is battery t
powered using primary cells (cells that cannot be recharged) and is
enclosed, except for the antenna assembly, in a thermal blanket
(roughly corresponding to a thermos bottle) which has two flaps that
may be opened to expose OSRs (Optical Solar Reflectors) which
i form a thermal radiator for internally produced heat, while reflecting
that from the sun to control the internal temperature of the receiver.
The SEP transmitter, shown in Fig. 3 and in block diagram form in
Fig. 9, is powered by solar cell panels which are designed to provide
a minimum of 10.0 watts output at +15 volts, and 1.10 watts at +5
_ volts. Each panel is constructed with an aluminum honeycomb '_
substrate utilizing Heliotek bar contact 2 x 2 cm, blue sensitive, N on
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'> ,_ P type solarcells. Individual cellsare insulatedfrom the aluminum ,
";< substratewith a Micaply sheet that iscoveredwith a six-mil, micro-
,_ ,_. sheetcover. The +15 volt sourceconsistsof a 6 x 52 cell matrix, and
_' the +5 volt sourceconsistsof a 3 x 17 cell matrix. The cellsare
_. interconnectedutilizing the Spectrolab"SOLAFLEX" interconnect
.' _ system,which usessilver-platedcopper0.002 inchesthick. The cell
;j matricesare connected to the power output cable using24 guage,
:/ teflon coated strandedcopperwire which is bondedto the panel. The
power output cable isconnected to the Amplifier Module through a
" _ Deutsch7-pin, socket-typeconnector. Boti_the +15 volt and +5 volt
power sourcesareshunt regulatedby meansof a regulatorcircuit
mounted on the back of the right-handsolarpanel.The regulator
circuit is protected from solarradiation by an OSR in the lower
center of the front of the panel.The left-hand panelcontainsa
; cutout to permit the closingof the panelover the regulatorcircuit in
: the stowedconfiguration. Like the receiver,thetransmitter timing
sequenceiscrystal controlled for stability. Also, separatestable
crystal oscillatorsgeneratethe signalswhich are radiatedby the
dipole antennasplacedon the lunar surface.Becausethe antennas
are requiredto radiate energyat six different frequenciesthey are
constructedin sections(Fig. 10) where eachsection iselectrically
separatedby electrical filters (signaltraps). Each sectionof the
antenna is of the proper electrical lengthfor optimum performance.
Each dipole, 70 meters long (tip-to-tip), is madeof insulatedwire
• betweentrapswhich are storedon reelsuntil deployed by the
! astronaut.
DATA INTERPRETATION
'i The SEP experiment isentirely new. The readermay think, "If the
i experiment isso greatfor studying the Moon, why hasit not been t
usedto study the Earth?" The answerissimple.The Moon isan
excellent electrical insulator but the Earth's rocks nearthe surface
- are fairly goodconductors.Therefore, the radiowavesthat travel to
depthsof a few kilometersin the Moon would travel in the Earth
• only to a few meters.Becausethe depth of penetration isso limited
on the Earth, no use hadbeen madepreviouslyof theSEP technique
and the method remainedundeveloped.Fortunately data interpre-
tation requiresonly three things: (1) goodgeophysicalinsight,(2)
understandingof the physicsof electromagneticwavesand especially
• of interferometry, and (3) experiencein known testsituations.The j
geophysicalinsightis provided for theSEP experiment by several
membersof theSEP team who have interpreted other geophysical
data for many years.The backgroundin physicsand interferometry j
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;;. is gained from the formal training of several team members in physics
_ and electrical engineering. And finally, the experience is being gained '
;_ rapidly by applying the SEP technique to the study of several
terrestrial glaciers. Perhaps glaciers seem to be peculiar places to testa lunar experiment. We chose them because ice is an insulator and
waves travel in glaciers much as they travel in the Moon.hence radio
Although the principles of interferometry are well known, the
application of them to our particular experiment had not been made
explicitly. So we have developed our own analysis techniques. In this
i section, we describe only the simplest schemes. The reader interested
_._, in advanced techniques should consult the original articles listed in
• _ the bibliography.
i In an idealized case in which the interferometer is used on a surface
I separating two media, an produced bysemi-infinite interference is
the two waves travelling just above and just below the interface
(paths 1 and 2 in Fig. 4) because the velocities of the two waves
differ. If the two media are (1) a vacuum and (2) a loss-free dielectric
; material, the wavelength, Xi, of the interference pattern is given:
;ko
Xi = n 1 - 1"
where Xo is the wavelength in vacuum, and n 1 is the index of refrac-
tlon (see the top curve of Fig. 11). For low loss media, the index of
refraction is equal to the square root of the dielectric constant, a
parameter commonly used to describe the electrical properties of
materials. Typical values of the dielectric constant for several
materials are the following:
#
Water 81
Glacial Ice 3.4
Dry Granite 3 to 4
Porcelain 6 to 8
Plexiglass 2.5
Diamond 5.5
Lunar Rocks 3 to 10
Pyrex Glass 4 to 5
• So from the observed interference pattern we determine the value of
the dielectric constant of the surface material to depths of about one
wavelength for each of the SEP frequencies. And from the dielectric
constant, we obtain the velocity of radio waves.
j 120 4
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_i:' We have mentioned a second electrical property, the attenuation or °
_'_ relative loss. Its value can also be estimated from the observed interfer-
_ ence curve. We merely compare the decrease of strength at various
.'_.-- distances with the decrease known to occur in a loss-free medium.
Free space is the "sta,ldard" normally used. The excess loss which is
always present (except in free space) is due to the medium itself.
The losses, which may be dependent on frequency, are measured in
_' this way at all six SEP frequencies•
If the lunar surface is layered, and these layers have significantly
different electrical properties, then the incident radio waves will be
reflected as in path 3, Fig. 4. As a result there is superimposed on the
first interference pattern another one created by the difference in
path length between the direct and reflected wave. Maxima will occur
for n_m = 2d sin 0 where n is an integer 1, 2,..., and d is the depth
of the reflecting layer. 0 is the angle of incidence, and _m is the
wavelength in the medium. (Strictly speaking, the interference
pattern results from the addition of all waves, but the analysis is
simpler, and also correct, when the several interference patterns are
o considered separately.) Incidentally this expression n__ = 2d sin 0
has much broader application. It was first obtained by'_ir William
Bragg and forms the basis for the interpretation of X-ray diffraction
data.
• The distance from the transmitter at which the nth maximum can be
expected, if there is adequate signal from both the direct and reflected
waves, is given by:
R(n) = 2d [(2d/n_m)2 - 1] 1/2
Roughly speaking, the number of maxima that can be seen as a result
of the presence of a reflecting layer at depth d is 0
• 1 for d > _,m/2
2 for d > ;_m
3 for d> 3;km/2
and so on.
t _
1,• The actual interference patterns depend upon several things-whether ,
the receiver is within two wavelengths of the transmitter, lossesin
the media (technically, loss tangent), the "reflection strength" of the !
second interface (technically, reflection coefficient), and so on. These i
interrelationships are indeed complex. In Fig. 11, we show a family _
!
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Fig, 3 The 5EP receiver electronics including tape recorder and battery are contained in a
nine inch box which is completely enclosed in a thermal blanket. Optical solar reflectors,
which oct as one.way mirrors to release internally generated heat into space rind simul.
• _ taneously reflectsunllght, ore shown here with the thermal blanket opened. The three.loop
antennrk folded during the journey to the Moon, is shown unfolded _ it wlfl be used on the
Moon, The astronaut at the end of the experiment removes the tape recorder from the box
and brings It back to Earth,
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of curves for a model that may be applicable to the Moon. One o
purpose in showing the illustration is to indicate the additional
. interferences caused by a reflector. The second purpose is to illustrate
•_., the great effect of water. Compare the rest of the family of curves
•_;,.., with the thicker top curve. Because the dielectric constant of
' t"i water is 81 and dry rock is 3-4, small amounts of water have large
._)_._ effects on the interference pattern and can be readily detected.
The transmitting antenna lying directly on the interface between
vacuum and the Moon will cause the radiation from the antenna to
be concentrated in certain specific directions with profound effects
on the interference pattern. In Fig. 12, we show a sketch of the
radiation pattern (the distribution in space of the radiated energy) of
a dipole antenna on the interface between free space and a medium
that approximates the Moon. One of the principal directions of such
concentration of energy is approximately along the line of the critical
angle for total reflection at the interface. If a reflecting surface exists
below the interface, this lobe will be "bounced back" to the surface
_' where a maximum field strength will be observed even in the absence
_' of surface waves sufficiently strong to produce the interference
pattern already described above.
• _
• _ Still another phenomenon, scattering, can affect significantly
: portions of the interference pattern. If there exist in the Moon
• _. objects with properties that differ significantly from those of their
t surroundings and their sizes are comparable to a wavelength, these
objects scatter the incident radio waves. Some of the energy in the
scattered waves will arrive at the surface of the Moon and interfere
with the other waves that we have already discussed. Such scattering
bodies in the Moon might be large boulders (10 to 300 meters in
size), concentrations of certain minerals, or even voids. At wave- t
lengths large or small compared with the object's dimensions, tl"e
nature of the scattering is different. The comparison of interference
patterns at different wavelengths will not only indicate the presence
of such scatterers, but also will allow us to estimate their size and
number. '_
J
Let us summarize here this discussion of data interpretation. From
the observed interference patterns, we can ( 1) measure the electrical _i
properties to a depth of a few wavelengths, (2) determine the depth
to reflecting interfaces, and (3) detect the presence and determine _
the characteristics of scattering bodies. Finally, we may even detect "
the presence of water.
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" GLACIER TESTS
"¢
_ If the SEP technique has not been used on Earth, how can we be sureq,
that it will work on the Moon? Why do we think the methods of data
interpretation will give us valid results? These questions and many
., ; related ones concerned us greatly in the early stages of designing and
building SEP. So we searched for terrestrial analogues on which to
/ . test our experiment. All rocks at the surface of the Earth are too
,. conductive and hence the losses are too great for radio waves to
travel sufficiently far to provide a suitable test. Laboratory models
which have been scaled down in size by factors like 1000 could be
studied. Such models have been very useful for certain studies but
could not be used to test full scale equipment or experiment
concepts. Only two geological environments appeared to be suitaDle-
; glaciers and large salt deposits (either the layered tabular bodies, such
as occur in the subsurface below Kansas and New York, or the
cylindrical bodies, such as occur in Texas and Louisiana). The salt
deposits have slightly better values of electrical properties than the
glaciers but the geometry of the mines in them is undesirable.
Glaciers, on the other hand, have acceptable electrical properties (the
lossesare slightly higher than we expect for the Moon) but the geo-
" metries are ideal.
So we selected several glaciers which had already been studied
• extensively with other techniques. Various versions of our SEP
equipment have now been used for study of the Gorner glacier in
Switzerland (in 1968), the Athabasca glacier in Alberta, Canada (in
1970 and 1971 ), and several glaciers that drain the Juneau, Alaska
, ice fields (in 1972).
i
i On the Gorner glacier, we used very simple and inexpensive equip-
' ment; home-made antennas, a ham operator's receiver, and a *
laboratory signal generator for the transmitter. We recorded data by
, , hand. We moved equipment literally on our own backs. Daily
progress on the glacier was very slow. None of the equipment was
automatic. But we proved unequivocally that the experiment _o,.'_cept
'I was valid and we could then proceed with our experiment.
_' By the second season on the Athabasca glacier, we had built equip-
ment that embodied many of the features that would be used in the
actual flight equipment. The electrical aspects of the two sets of
equipment were almost identical. Both used the same six frequencies.
Both had crossed dipoles for transmitting antennas. Both used loop
receiving antennas. And both had similar receivers. We did have an
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Fig. 12 This is (Imode/of the idealized rodirttion pcttcrn /or the 5L-P tr#nsmitting cntennu ,"4
on the Moon. ,_
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, extra recorder connected to the Field Evaluation Mode; (FEM), in
__ addition to a magnetic tape recorder, that will not be used with the
;. , _ actual flight model. Why? To seethe results immediately and thus
:?_. savetime in the event of difficulties with equipment. Remember, at
' that time, we were actually testing the equipment concepts aswell
_ _ asgathering data that would be used to gain experience in the inter-
_" pretation process.
_. The FEM was used in 1972 in the tests on the Juneau ice fields. The
objective there was to obtain data on several well-studied glaciers
"_' with which to increaseour experience in the interpretation of SEP ,
data. We obtained traversesover many features that may occur also
on the Moon: semi-infinite half-space, buried ridge of rock beneath
the ice, crevasses,and the condition of snow and ice with low density
(about 0.2) at the surface and increasing steadily with depth (to
about 60 meters where the density increasesabruptly becausethe
snow turns to ice). We even created a crater on one glacier in order tostudy its effect on our experiment.
In Fig. 13, we show a sample of data from the Athabasca glacier. The
". dielectric constant (or speed of travel of the radio waves) and the
lossesestimated from this pattern correspond well with the same
quantities measured by previous investigators using different methods.
The thickness of the glacier estimated from the interference pattern
• ' matchesvery closely the thicknes_ asdetermined seismicallyand
•_ actually measuredby others in boreholes. Such excellent correspon-
dence between the results obtained with our SEP equipment and
:_ those obtained by other investigatorswith entirely different methods
t hasgivenus great confidence in our equipment and techniques.
i OUR HOPES #
i
•| The scientific exploration of the Moon in the Apollo program hasled
to surpriseafter surprise.The magneticfieldswere much higherthan
expected.The lunar rocksbroughtback to Earth were extremely old
(from 3 to greater than 4 billion years), showedstrangecompositions
(comparedwith Earth rocks), and, perhapsmost surprisingly,con- _ t
, tained absolutely no water. The temperaturesdeep insidethe Moon
seemto be unexpectedly low but the heat flowing from the interior
" ,, ';:"., to the surfaceof the Moon ishigh-a paradox that is not yet resolved.
If we receiveSEP data back from the Moon, then we are surethat we
can estimatethe valuesof the electrical propertiesof rocks in situ on
the Moon. Just that alonewill be valuable. But we arealsosurethat
we will "see" any layering that may be present.We will "see" any ,,
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". lateral changes in electrical properties. We will easily "see" scattering
objects, a very significant contribution towards understanding the .
local landing site.
We havedesigned our equipment to work in the hostile environment
of the M_on. We are sure that it will work. We are lesscertain about
exactly what we will find in the analysis of our data. Remember that
the Moon has been full of surprises. We shall be disappointed if the
/ SEP experiment does not uncover several more surprises. Their correct
interpretation is likely to be far more valuable than the routine
verification of the expected. Such surprises are the excitement of
- Science.
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